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The word "anomaly" in The Portrait of a Lady forms a 

nexus of meanings derived from its denotative and connotative 

meanings. This complex of meaning bring in focus 

phenomenological aspects of character, action, and style 

translating into larger thematic concepts to create a level of 

understanding deepening the experience of the novel. Isabel 

Archer is examined for her anomalous portrayal of a modern 

character whose complexity emerges as a dynamic of the 

anomalous and the vulgar that are distinguishable but ultimately 

inseparable. 

Using a phenomenological approach, the word "anomaly," 

as recurring descriptive term, can be studied in its juxtaposition to 

other words, such as vulgarity, providing additional insight into 

characterization and action in Portrait of a Lady. 
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Introduction 

The writer's problem is, how to strike the balance between the uncommon 
[the anomalous] and the ordinary [the common, vulgar] so as on the one hand 
to give interest, on the other to give reality. Thomas Hardy 1881 

In Henry James's The Portrait Of A Lady ~ortrait) epistemological and moral 

foundations are interdependent: truth and morality are both engendered through 

experience. Paul Armstrong suggests that James views ethical issues as dependent on 

experience within the world of the text(s). Thomas Kuhn would agree that 

experiences ofthe world are framed by social conventions and are not a priori but 

rather created, interpreted, and maintained by an intersubjective consensus of the 

community. These intersubjective structures always condition the way experience is 

subjectively realized (Iser 118). 1 To James, social conventions are neither knowledge 

in an absolute sense nor morally as universal truths: they derive from the values, 

attitudes, and beliefs of the social community in which they are so constituted. 

According to Michel Foucault, "The fundamental codes of a culture-those 

governing its language, its schemas of perception, its exchanges, its techniques, its 

values, the hierarchy of its practices-establish for every man, from the very first, the 

empirical orders with which he will be dealing and within which he will be at home" 

(xx). In James, codes or structures of experience are key to how the world is 

dramatized and experienced. 

If conventions are comprised of structures of experience, elusive and 

unreliable, then the measure of truth and morality can only be observed and talked 

about hermeneutically. The Jamesian methodology to circumvent this dilemma 



includes painting a "portrait" of these structures of experience as created by the 

characters. In James's writing, there is a continual concern with manner, style, and all 

types of social conventions (codes and structures) into which each character in 

Portrait is placed (Allen 6). The projection of society by the consciousness of a 

character is reflective and influential in the character's ever-evolving theoretical 

framework, hermeneutically, reflecting back to create further reality. 

In this context of the shared and reflective establishment of codes and values, 

the exhibition of anomalous behavior, thought, representation, action, and language in 

the world of Portrait further complicates the need to know just "what happens in the 

novel." The level of interpretation of the structures of experience (social conventions 

such as morality and meaning) within the dynamic between characters in the novel 

ultimately leads characters, as well as the reader, to an ontological crisis that affects 

the manner m which characters interact and react. Not least in these negotiations is 

the manner by which Portrait is ultimately interpreted as a "studied" text. Whenever 

the words "anomaly" and "vulgarity" occur in this novel, James plays on the multiple 

meanings of the words and their compounds, doubling antithetical concepts that 

imply one another. The anomaly/vulgarity binary contrast operates both dialectically 

and mentally within the character-character dynamic to frame the "uniqueness" and 

interdependence of characters' relations to one another, which are constantly shifting 

and dependent on spatial-temporal factors. By the use of the anomaly/vulgarity 

dynamic in its literal sense, the figurative senses can be extended outward (in a 

centrifugal way) to a larger understanding of the dynamics Portrait presents to the 

reader. Heidegger writes that the manner in which we examine basic words "moves 
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along two principal routes: the route ofthe essence [here, the literal meaning of 

anomaly] and that which veers away from the essence and yet is related back to it" 

[the figurative meaning ofthe word] (Nietzsche 148). It is the ''playing" with 

language and more specifically with the word "anomaly" that I wish to examine in 

James and particularly in Portrait. 

James's repeated use of the terms "anomaly" and ''vulgarity" gradually 

modulate a reader's sustained involvement, so that they continually gain subtlety and 

shades of nuances that extend the meanings of the words from strict denotation to a 

multiplicity of connotations refracted by multiple perspectives, helping the reader 

understand and interpret the characters' perspectives toward objects, persons, and 

events. Donald Mull comments in his "Introduction" to Henry James's 'Sublime 

Economy' that money images range in meaning from the favorable to the pejorative 

(5). This notion of a range of implications can identify "anomaly" and "vulgarity" as 

indicators of a favorable or pejorative response to an object, person, or event in the 

novel; hence, these images-anomalousness and vulgarity-range in connotation 

from the highly favorable to the extremely pejorative, with the image of an anomaly 

becoming a nexus of meaning contingent upon the values, attitudes, and beliefs ofthe 

observer. Like the image of money for Mull, the anomaly/vulgarity dynamic in 

Portrait becomes "a nexus of meaning, significant in the totality of its relations, rather 

that a thing determinately meaningful in itself' (5). 

I suggest that in James, levels of knowledge exist within and between the lines 

of the text. This experience pertains to characters as well as to reader and narrative 

voice. In Portrait, truth may be elusive, but the most we can be "certain" about is 
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achieved through determining and judging a quality or quantity of truth revealed by 

discourse in the text. As readers we can never arrive at the truth of the novel or 

discover any absolutes of morality; we must be content to watch James' s characters 

attempt to understand ' 'the figure in the carpet." We watch characters watching 

characters; we wonder at the "strange" ambiguities ofthe novel and allow ourselves 

to revel in the mystery of the novel as art. We must bracket our expectations and 

presuppositions in order to gain knowledge, albeit limited, of"what happens in the 

novel." By bracketing the concrete, physical realm and setting aside the conventional 

natural-fact-world, the phenomenological reduction bars the individual from making 

use of any judgment that concerns spatial-temporal existence as "being-out-there." 

Consequently, the subject lives the life ofthe consciousness, of imaginative 

supposition and speculation (Przybylowicz 7). This network of connections can 

never be fully realized, although it forms the basis for the many selections that have 

to be made during the reading process. Wolfgang Iser holds that these connections, 

''though intersubjectively not identical"-evidenced by the multiplicity of 

interpretations of a single text-"nevertheless remain intersubjectively 

comprehensible insofar as they are all attempts to optimize the same structure" (lser 

118). 

We might say that, for Isabel Archer, what has been experienced shrinks in 

her consciousness as new sense experience arrives to take its place as immediate 

presence, yet the fOrmer line of experience constantly evoked in a new context is 

modified by new experience. In our experience of these characters in James, all new 

and past experience transforms, synthesizes, and restructures to allow interpretation to 
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frame reality, and that which is remembered opens to new interpretive frameworks, 

and in turn influences the expectations of future experiences. Isabel formulates 

theories based on hypotheses about what she has observed. In the first half of the 

novel, these "guesses" are less serious than fateful choice of Gilbert Osmond as a 

husband. Isabel employs these "guesses" to make sense of part of her experience 

without being able to understand the whole of that experience. 2 The pattern Isabel 

experiences throughout the novel, the continued negotiation between part and whole, 

is necessarily paradoxical and circular because the theories or "guesses" guiding it 

mold the evidence that in turn confirms them (Conflicting 6). Her interpretations of 

events, objects, and persons are the result of theories that are limiting in that they 

close off other potential modes of access to epistemological certainty (Conflicting 7), 

engendering a dilemma in her explanation of a part that refuses to fit: an anomaly. 

Isabel' s hypotheses are largely ineffectual due to the presence of repeated anomalies 

that interrupt her interpretation of events, and such anomalies suggest that a "guess" 

is not adequately thought out. 3 Donald Mull and Richard Poirier agree not to take 

everything Isabel (or any character) says with certainty; that which is said is not 

necessarily true of the world of the novel nor ofher own consciousness. The context 

of a particular statement uttered and a character' s, for instance Isabel's, prior history 

and maturations condition any remarks made- in short, a valid interpretation of the 

novel cannot be built on a series of quotations confronted in isolation. By examining 

what Isabel Archer "says in the context of what she does we can fmd out a good deal 

about Isabel, about what she signifies-or what her words and actions signify-in the 

world ofPortrait" (Mull 55-56). The tendency to reverse one' s professed position is 
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characteristic oflsabel and makes an assessment of what she truly believes somewhat 

different than what she thinks or says (Mull 58). 

Does there exist a moment when Isabel reaches a recognition- a moment that 

she knows and fmally understands that she cannot possibly know and understand. I 

suggest that, during and after Isabel's recognition scenes, she vacillates between 

modified expectations and transformed memories to reach a moment of insight 

previously absent-she perceives her deception by others and her own false pride. To 

gain even modest knowledge, Isabel must synthesize apparently discontinuous and 

fragmented experiences and translate and transfer them to understand the position in 

which she has been placed by Madame Merle and Gilbert Osmond. This synthesis 

requires a continual modification of memory and an increasing complexity of 

expectation. As Isabel's awareness of herself and others increases, her "irrational" 

theorizing begins to become "rational" in the sense of recalling and conjoining past 

experiences to the present through reflection. By the end of the novel, Isabel's 

thinking becomes stabilized and secure, as it demonstrates its ability to account for 

parts without encountering an anomaly and to undergo refmements and extensions 

without ad hoc explanations (Conflicting 13). 

The hermeneutic structures oflsabel's consciousness is essential to 

understanding her fmal actions in the novel. These structures are of importance in the 

"how" she has come to her epistemological and moral crises. The uncovering during 

the vigil scene in Chapter 42 reveals her tenuous situation as mistress of the Osmond 

household. The revelation may be understood as recognition, making the strange 

familiar, or a linking up of past events with the present. All of this uncovering is 
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merely a revision ofthe already assumed (Pearce 16) and a different 

phenomenological perspective of substantive events. 

According to Iser, the term "perspective" implies a channeled view (from the 

standpoint of the narrator, characters, etc.) that sets out the specific mode of access to 

the object intended (Iser 113). The perceiver, not the object, decides which 

experience shall be significant-which sets of features shall be critical (Iser 119). 

Isabel' s standpoint as central consciousness allows her a limited perspective, with 

more sides of what she sees being hidden than disclosed. In self-conscious 

examination within the novel' s "metaphysical chapter," Isabel gazes at her immediate 

horizon, a reality filled by uncertain appearance. The reader as well as the characters 

abound in the presupposition that subjective epistemology, beyond the perceived, can 

be known. This standpoint engenders inconsistencies and contradictions suggesting 

that epistemological truth for characters and reader remain ultimately inaccessible 

(Pearce 16). 

Hence, Isabel must develop hypotheses about the hidden sides of characters 

(such as Osmond) implied by the side she perceives (just as one presented with the 

front of a house must posit the existence of three other hidden sides in order to 

construct the object of intention). In general, Isabel's false pride compels her to 

defend a hypothesis even though logic would dictate otherwise. The familiar for 

Isabel is a socially constituted conceptual framework that necessarily influences her 

ability to "see" and understand-that she "sees" rather than understands imprisons 

her throughout the novel. Often, when she claims she "knows" she misinterprets; yet, 

her overall development is necessarily contingent upon her struggle to understand 
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what she "sees," in order to achieve some level of epistemological and moral 

certainty. As we shall examine later, Isabel, as Jamesian reflector, cannot be 

constituted as pure reflection or static object; rather, as Shelia Teahan claims her 

identity is "radically performative: it produces the material it claims only to represent, 

causally intervening in the texts it would organize formally" (4). Thus, Isabel' s 

internal anomalies affect both her consciousness and the plot, action, and structure of 

the novel. 4 For example, her claim to knowledge is a misinterpretation ofthe facts 

that creates ambiguity, so that she, unable to see beyond her immediate horizon, 

engages in anomalous behavior and thought patterns culminating and extending even 

beyond her marriage to Osmond. 

James 's characters attempt to retreat into a private, aesthetic realm where their 

individual creative vision becomes the arbiter of reality, yet their minds are fraught 

with the play of ambivalence-the complex conflict between conscious and 

unconscious forces (Przybylowicz 7 ,9). Even James's strange and anomalous 

grammatical constructions and other linguistic "peculiarities" mirror conflicts of 

consciousness as characters attempt to reconciles the perspectival with the 

representation as it is in itself. 5 James constructs aesthetic syntheses that reconciles 

the inner and outer, the subjective and objective realms (Przybylowicz 13). The 

Jamesian character retreats, upon confrontation with a non-correspondent reality, into 

his/her private "palace of art," constructed by his/her own imagination, freed from 

moral and epistemological choice and the mimetic standards ofthe external world 

(Przybylowicz 14).6 
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In using phenomenology to read James' s Portrait, I shall quote extensively 

from the text, focusing on dialogue and episodes. My method draws on both literary 

and philosophical terminology so that my methodology is eclectic. If the reader 

senses a theme and variation in my work with a particular perspective, I may only 

answer that literary criticism is much like a diamond-multisided with vistas of 

perspectival entry into its center. This subjectivity squares with the essence ofHenry 

James's vision of fiction-the intertwined perspective of author, created chara(,(t~rs, 

and reader to create art imaginatively within and between the lines of fiction. 
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Chapter 1 

Phenomenological Considerations 

In The Portrait of A Lady 

It's not often that in the early home of genius and renown the whole tenor of 
existence is laid so bare, not often that we are able to retrace, from point to point and 
from step to step, its connection with objects, with influences--to build it round again 
with the little solid facts out of which it sprang. Henry James "The Birthplace" 

According to Edmund Husserl, sedimentation is the acquisition made in the 

course of experiences that are precipitated upon some phenomenal data considered as 

basic: the result is many layers superimposed upon one another. It is always possible 

to remove layers to undo the process of sedimentation; indeed, it is necessary to 

consider the phenomenal stratum defined as foundational and then pursue the process 

through which new layers of sense and meaning accrue (Gurwitsch 26). By 

foundational I mean world-view or theoretical framework encompassing one's values, 

attitudes, and beliefs that are socially constituted structures of experience. In order to 

comprehend fictional characters as either uncommon, as "anomalous," or as ordinary, 

as "vulgar," we need to locate their foundational identity as revealed in the novel. 

Our task as readers is to remove the layers of sedimentation imposed by the narrative 

and other characters' observations and then to determine, using the benchmark of the 

foundational, whether a character's thoughts or actions are aberrational-

anomalous-or vulgar. Phenomenological methods help the critic to move around the 

philosophical "turns" of James's world and to "angle" our perspective to encompass 

the multiplicity of perspectives created by the text. A Husserlian approach seeks to 
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uncover philosophical truths by focusing upon and exploring presuppositions 

commonly held and so familiar that one does not ordinarily notice them (Stewart 67). 

Since James' s writing concentrates heavily in perspective, the multiplicity of 

experiences of a single object, person, or event brings the reader closer to 

epistemological certainty. Maurice Merleau-Ponty's study of the structures of 

experience recognizes that the multiplicity of aspects (perspectives of objects, 

persons, and events) acquired via conscious exploration contrasts with the single ideal 

of a one-dimensional perspective that professes a final and certain truth. Merleau

Ponty' s phenomenological approach garners the notion of a complex series of 

approaches to an object, person, or event necessary to uncover the firm basis or truth 

of existence. He holds that the reality of an object increases when perceived by one 

or more of the senses. If one perceives an object with one sense, it may appear less 

real than if one could perceive it with more senses. The unity and the reality of the 

thing perceived are only fully appreciated when the senses are acting in unison. 

Hence, the reality of an object is necessarily interdependent with a system of 

appearances (Hammond 198). 

Why are philosophical methodologies employed in this st~dy of James? And, 

why, more specifically, should Henry James be viewed comparatively and necessarily 

understood via a philosophy of consciousness and experience? In his fiction, the 

protagonist ' s subjective view necessarily entails the notion of a perceiver and a 

perceived. Moreover, the action, in James's fiction, revolves not around incidents or 

plot, but emanates from the consciousness ofthe perceiver. Henry James is a creator 

of worlds from the "germs" of experience that create impressions from which his 
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fiction grows. Merle Williams comments that James is a skilled discoverer and a 

remaker of worlds and that the phenomenological impulse "guides his thinking, and 

leads him in search of the testing conditions for perception, moral appraisal, or even 

coherent interpretation" (2). According to Kenneth Burke, people understand the 

world according to individual orientations, which are shared with others because of 

the commonality of language, social values, traditions, experiences, and knowledge; 

but each orientation or world-view differs because ofthe multiplicity of minds, 

bodies, and separate experiences. As Burke comments, even if an orientation reflects 

reality, by its very nature as an orientation it also selects reality, and deflects reality 

(Jacobi 29). This is congruent with James's unique technique of fixing a character 

with a central consciousness, a technique that punctuates the anomalousness of his 

writing. 

In the case of Portrait, a novel told from the consciousness oflsabel Archer, 

the reader is urged to understand that even though the phenomenological reduction is 

designed to reduce the effects of personal preferences and idiosyncrasies (Macquarrie 

25) the reader and the other characters engaged with the protagonist-Isabel 

Archer-are not privileged by assuming the interpretive orientation or world-view 

Isabel offers. What the reader and characters do experience is the intentional act of 

consciousness oflsabel's character. In phenomenological terms, to refer to 

consciousness as intentional is another way of saying that consciousness directs itself 

toward an object. To say that conscious acts are intentional is not to say that those 

acts are intended or deliberate, but that they point to and reach out toward objects 
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(Stewart 63). According to Sartre in Being and Nothingness, the first procedure of a 

philosophy ought to: 

expel things from consciousness and to reestablish its true connection 
with the world, to know that consciousness is a positional 
consciousness of the world. All consciousness is positional in that it 
transcends itself in order to reach an object, and it exhausts itself in 
this same positing. (Sartre 12) 7 

Phenomenological theorists who have combined philosophy with literary criticism-

including Jean-Paul Sartre, Martin Heidegger, and Wolfgang Iser-all focus on the 

text's engagement with consciousness. The question remains: whose consciousness? 

Armstrong suggests that although the text is not reducible to the motives of the 

author/poet, it nevertheless depends for its existence on the acts of consciousness that 

lie within and between the lines of the text-produced by an author's consciousness 

awaiting the reader to contribute a subjectivity and hence a collaboration in the 

eidetic imaging of the text as a work of art (ix-x). 

Paul Armstrong's The Phenomenology of Henry James examines the 

Jamesian fascination with consciousness and the moral/ethical world-view he 

promotes in his unique style of writing. Armstrong's rationale for the use of 

phenomenology is that "it provides a conceptual framework that can illuminate the 

connections between [the] two dimensions (consciousness and morality] ofhis 

fiction" (vii). 

Armstrong argues that the application of phenomenological and hermeneutic 

theories to literary texts can help the critic explore and arrive at a deeper level of 

interpretation through the understanding of consciousness and its intentions. In the 

case of James, the comparative study of phenomenology and literature identifies 
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James as an "ally of the phenomenological tradition" illuminating "an important, 

hitherto insufficiently recognized connection between modem thought and literature" 

(ix). Armstrong's aim is to shed new light on the relation between James ' s 

fascination with consciousness and his moral values, attitudes, and beliefs. 

Armstrong employs James' s frequently used word "impression" as entry point into 

the philosophical issues germane to phenomenologists: epistemology, the 

imagination, freedom, and the interdependency of human relations in social 

interactions with Others. 

Armstrong's approach is useful in the examination oflsabel Archer as she 

modulates from a foundational "self' to states of anomalousness or vulgarity 

suggesting a question of identity as flexible and elusive. Armstrong enlists William 

James to aid in the explanation of the many views of conscious experience in its 

appearing as a "stream." Williams James's work on psychology and pragmatism 

helped shape the "climate of opinion" during the years Henry James composed The 

Ambassadors, The Wings of The Dove, and The Golden Bowl. An object, character, 

or event may appear to one as anomalous and to another as vulgar. For William 

James, "a man has as many social selves as there are individuals who recognize him 

and carry an image of him in their mind" and "we may practically say that he has as 

many different social selves as there are distinct groups of persons about whose 

opinions he cares. He generally shows a different side ofhimselfto each of these 

different groups . ... from this there results what practically is a division of the man 

into several selves" (Writings 177). 

Part of Armstrong' s goal is to elucidate the American contribution to the field 
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of phenomenology that had, in the past, been regarded as a European movement. By 

citing William James, Armstrong "places phenomenology firmly on native ground as 

part of America's cultural heritage" (xii). 

Merle Williams has written a very provocative study concerning the fictional 

world ofHenry James and the novelist's philosophical world-view. Williams 

underscores the fact that James the novelist and James the philosopher remain 

"inextricably linked" (223). Williams contends that James's employment of fictional 

imagery, narrative, and the anomalous technique of a central consciousness all lend 

themselves to the work of the phenomenological theorists with great emphasis on the 

work ofMerleau-Ponty. 8 

James's use oflsabel Archer as a central consciousness lends itself to 

philosophical and psychological interpretations. Sharon Cameron has used 

phenomenology as a basis for the study of James assuming that his novels, with their 

interest and obsession with the workings of consciousness, may be read as essentially 

ofthe psychological. Cameron tries to answer the question of when and what the 

conditions are whereby consciousness gains power over speech and other minds (10). 

James's view of consciousness depends on the opposition between thinking and 

speaking in both the author and his created characters (Cameron 19); moreover, "the 

mastery that James displays lies in [his] attempting to master consciousness itself, to 

rethink or revise what thinking is" (Cameron 20). 

For Husserl, phenomenology advocates the bracketing of critical responses: 

the familiar world of people and objects, with all its accompanying values and 

judgments set to one side. Hence, the "natural attitude," as the agent of corrupting 
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values, attitudes, and beliefs, must be suspended to understand phenomena so that 

things in the world are approached without prior expectations (Williams 29). 

Philosophy cannot emerge from a natural standpoint, and Husserl's solution is to 

move from a natural standpoint to a philosophical attitude. This change from the 

natural attitude to the philosophical attitude is termed by Husserl as the 

"phenomenological reduction" or the bracketing of all biases, prejudices, and 

preconceptions to gain clear perception of experience. The terms

"phenomenological reduction," "epoche," "bracketing"-are synonymous. They may 

be read as metaphors that describe the same change of attitude necessary for 

philosophical inquiry (Stewart 27). 

Considering that an object is seen from a certain distance, in a certain light, 

there are different modes of perception of the same object. For instance, a character 

can be both anomalous and vulgar at the same moment, depending on the observer' s 

perspective, sensory mode, and background. There is no limit to the ways in which 

an observer can intend an object, person, or event (Hammond 198). This very 

possibility makes Isabel Archer a fascinating example for phenomenological 

investigation. 

Isabel' s theorizing relates closely to the influence that past experience places 

upon a present perception. For example, if the perceived object-a character-in a 

novel-appears anomalous to another character (or the reader), this apparent 

character is read through to prior experience, so that the object/character now 

perceived constantly presents itself in the light of past experience. Husserl' s notion 

of"habitualities" (Cartesian Meditations 66) is a means by which the ego is defmed, 
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and indicates that the way we foundationally perceive objects, people, and events in

the-world implants a sense of them and has an effect on the way we continue to see 

the world (Cameron 26). In our distinguishing several acts, it must be stressed that 

they occur simultaneously, accompanying each other; moreover, they pervade, 

permeate, and most intimately intersect with one another to compose one single act of 

consciousness (Gurwitsch 24-25). For example, the observation of the great lawn at 

Gardencourt by Isabel: "She was looking at everything, with an eye that denoted clear 

perc~ption--at her companion, at the two dogs, at the two gentlemen under the trees, 

at the beautiful scene that surrounded her" (26)-is unified even though it is 

constituted by a multiplicity of sensory experiences at the same time. 

Phenomenology grounds its methodology in the examination of one's 

immediate experience; and be it reflection or description, phenomenology aims to 

understand and provoke thought concerning the fundamental patterns or structures of 

human experience. Phenomenological literary criticism functions as a descriptive 

discipline, encompassing the critic, with an aim to notice features ordinarily obscure. 

Its methodology eliminates hindrances that stand in the way of epistemological and 

moral certainty. Macquarrie writes that the removal of biases, prejudices, and 

presuppositions will exhibit the essential rather than the accidental, "showing 

interrelations that may lead to a quite different view from the one that we get when a 

phenomenon is considered in isolation" (24). Regardless of phenomenology's basic 

intent it is not a method of epistemological or moral certainty; yet its task is to exhibit 

the interdependence and interrelatedness of single moments or aspects that structure 
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and constitute an experience and can lead toward epistemological certainty 

(Maquarrie 25). 

In the Phenomenology ofPerception, Merleau-Ponty explicates the way an 

object in the world can be known. He claims that the objects are not "like a crystal 

cube, all the aspects of which can be conceived in virtue of its geometrical structure" 

(327). We experience but one perspective at a time, and due to the multiplicity of 

perspectives an object, person, or event can be entertained at different "angles" of 

perception and observed with different and sometimes contradictory aspects. While 

any single experience of a cube explicitly involves, as an actual experience, one 

aspect of the cube, it also involves implicitly, as possible appearances, the other 

aspects. Concomitantly, while a single experience of a cube explicitly involves 

actually seeing it from a certain angle, it also involves implicitly a possible perceiving 

of the same cube from a different angle (Stewart 52). Husser! explicates his 

intentional analysis of an act of perception using the example of a cube seen by an 

observer. The cube is experienced in a multiplicity of modes of appearing 

(noemata).9 He raises the question that James may have pondered: How can we 

explain and describe our experiencing a multiplicity of aspects, given in a multiplicity 

of individually different acts, as one and the same perception of one single cube? 

James's use ofthe observer, the central consciousness, allows for a limited 

perspective that is necessarily dependent upon the variables within an individual 

consciousness. Husser! holds that, each act of perception seizes the perceived object 

from a single perspective. Expressed in another way, one could say that any 

perceptible thing is always observed from a well-defmed point-of-view (Kockelmas 
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20). Thus, the limited perception of an object, person, or event does not give us 

epistemological or moral certainty. Kockelmas quotes Husserl as writing that: 

The one-sidedness of each particular act of each set of perceptions of 
one and the same thing is overcome in the total process of perception 
only if the different profiles contained in the noematic system 
successfully actualize themselves in and through the corresponding 
acts in such a way that the thing appears in a manifold of different but 
harmonious, explicit aspects. (21) 

A concrete example from the text ofPortrait will aid in comprehending and 

appreciating the phenomenological aspects of James's writing. The title of this novel 

suggests the method James employs in presenting his subject. As William Stafford 

writes, "Whatever else this novel is, it is primarily a picture" (xii; emphasis mine). 

The portrait metaphor invites phenomenological methodology to capture the 

perspectives that present themselves to the observer; yet, epistemological certainty as 

to what the essences of these drawn portraits are still eludes the reader. James writes, 

"The whole of anything is never told; you can only take what groups together" ( qtd. 

in Stafford xiii). 

The narrator's description of Osmond's Florentine villa is an example ofthe 

perspectival nature of James's writing and its receptivity to phenomenology. James 

uses the means of narration to describe the villa as an inverse Gardencourt, a re-

apprehension of Gardencourt from the perspective of its mirror image. The narrator 

tells us that "The villa was a long, rather blank looking structure," which "[w]hen 

considered from a distance, makes so harmonious a rectangle with the straight, dark, 

definite cypresses that usually rise in groups ofthree or four beside it" (195). To get 

a closer look at the villa/object, the narrator moves closer so that the harmonious lines 

become lines suggesting, not order or predictability, but anomalies in its irregular 
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formations: "The house had a front upon a little grassy, empty, rural piazza which 

occupied a part of the hill-top; and this front, pierced with a few windows in irregular 

relations" (195; emphasis mine). Hence, the villa, in the same moment, exhibits both 

the common, harmonious aspect and the anomalies that cause the irregular relations. 

The narrator continues to say that the reality of the object, the Florentine villa, 

"in reality looked another way" (195), echoing James's assertion that "The whole of 

anything is never told." The villa "in reality" is ontologically different from its 

outward appearance; yet, it exists in the two moments of the common and 

harmonious, with the anomalous and irregular: 10 "a gentlemen was seated in company 

with a young girl and two good sisters from a religious house" (196). 

The narrator suddenly modulates the angle of observation-the perspective

phenomenologically to offer the reader yet another view, different, and correcting the 

first observation, from the one given earlier: "The room was, however, less sombre 

than our indications may have represented, for it had a wide, high door, which now 

stood open into the iron lattices admitted on occasion more than enough of the Italian 

sunshine" (196; emphasis mine). When, the narrator questions his earlier description, 

the language suggests that the previous view, from the outside, may have precipitated 

a hasty judgment of the "facts" that required a corrective (it will later be evident that 

the assumption made by the narrator is not unlike the assumptions Isabel makes on 

insufficient evidence and misinterpretation of the facts) . The narrator' s phrase "now 

stood open" is that the observer, from the outside looking in, did not consider the 

possibilities of the open door that enables sunshine to cross into the room, making it 

less gloomy than previously assumed. The narrator, it may be said, had 
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misinterpreted, or misapprehended and did not correctly "fill in the gaps"-not 

considering the possibilities, in a way analogous to Isabel's anomalous way of 

looking at the world. The narrator gives the reader a description of the perspective 

from within the rooms described from the outside. The narrator's perspective is such 

that he "sees" the sunshine come in from the window where he once stood, making an 

observation: "The house ... looked off behind, into splendid openness and the range 

of the afternoon light" (195). Hence, what the reader observes is the narrator 

observing a Florentine villa, first from the outside looking at the front, then from 

within looking out. The narrator, as director of the perspective, tells us which view is 

more important: "It is not, however, -with the outside ofthe place that we are 

concerned" (195). 11 The movement of the narrator's perspective is akin to the 

movement of a movie camera giving multiple perspectives of the same object, as seen 

from the opposite perspective within the room. As the narrator shifts the perspective, 

the portrait of the villa becomes clearer and touches on previous descriptive language 

to give the initial sketch ofthe villa depth and texture: "The windows of the ground 

floor, as you saw them from the piazza, were, in their noble proportions, extremely 

architectural but their function seemed less to offer communication with the world 

than to defy the world to look in" (195-96). 

In emphasizing the architectural perspective of Osmond's villa, the narrator 

sets the reader's expectation of what and who lie within the villa's walls, the owner of 

the villa suggesting one who is perhaps incommunicative and inward as the view 

modulates inside from outside. The narrative, mimetically, has Isabel becoming more 

visible in the plot as she withdraws inward and becomes distant to the characters; and 
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that we begin to notice her central consciousness begin to take control of what the 

reader "sees." 

Another scene open to a phenomenological interpretation occurs when Isabel 

awaits the arrival of Caspar Good wood in Florence soon after she has married Gilbert 

Osmond. The narrator enters Isabel' s consciousness to tell us that 

If her thoughts just now had inclined themselves to retrospect, instead 
of fluttering their wings nervously about the present, they would have 
evoked a multitude of interesting pictures. These pictures would have 
been both landscapes and figure-pieces; the latter, however, would 
have been the more numerous. With several ofthe images that might 
have been projected on such a field we are already acquainted. (270-
71) 

The narrator observes and chooses images without Isabel ' s actively intending these 

images. Because Isabel is wholly concerned with the present situation- a 

confrontation with Goodwood-James uses his narrator to disclose Isabel's intended 

and unintended objects and Isabel' s present intended object is not as "interesting" as 

the images that would be created for the reader if Isabel had involved herself in 

retrospection. In other words, Isabel, here, is not inclined to think about matters the 

narrator fmds important, so the narrator takes it upon himself to give us the "hidden" 

part oflsabel's consciousness, the part that is "interesting." 

James ' s anomalous technique in this scene reveals three critical components 

ofthe rhetorical narrative: (1) Isabel's consciousness has bifurcated allowing the 

narrator to enter into her thoughts; (2) the narrator takes advantage of the bifurcation 

and enters the unoccupied compartment oflsabel's consciousness to (3) "fill in the 

gaps" (plot, action, and character) in the narrative that James has omitted- the 

courtship and marriage oflsabel Archer and Gilbert Osmond. Moreover, we observe 
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the narrator's choice as to what part oflsabel's consciousness is most interesting, and 

Isabel's choice of what is most important to her. This difference in choosing tells us 

much about the nature ofboth the narrator and Isabel; that is, what objects of thought 

are most important to them. 

James, like phenomenology, shows us the inadequacy of a two-fold 

perspective in making statements about objects, persons, and events. The pluralistic 

or multi-dimensional perspectives, adopted by James, and exemplified by the above 

episodes, is a unique contribution to the art of fiction; yet the multi-dimensional 

approach will not produce epistemological certainty. Rather will offer alternative 

views that if summed up would only approximate the eidetic form of the villa and the 

rooms within. In recalling Merleau-Ponty's theory that the reality of an object 

increases when perceived by more of the senses, a multi-perspectival narrative within 

a narrative will bring us close to ''what is or is not happening in the novel." 

Moreover, it underscores the notion that an object can be perceived as having within 

its being two moments of contraries: anomalousness and vulgarity. 

James's use of language, considered phenomenologically, proves interesting. 

I will be considering in this essay the anomalous/vulgar dynamic. The words 

"anomaly" and "vulgar," connotatively stand in an antonyrnical relation. The words 

give a sense of contrary images. When examined from multi-perspectival points of 

view, the dynamic vanishes and its stable, foundational, denotative dynamic (the 

literal meaning) destabilizes. When examined, understood, and interpreted 

connotatively the "anomaly/vulgar" dynamic, at a certain level within the 

consciousness of the reader, is seen as anomalous relative to its original, literal, 
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denotative function. Hence, when examined phenomenologically, in the various 

contexts, situations, and occurrences ofPortrait, the "anomaly/vulgar" relationship 

does not function as strict binary opposition, but as indeterminate and elusive to 

literal defmition. In other words, I have introduced the "anomaly/vulgar" relation as 

a dialectic structure and connotative contraries. Upon phenomenological examination 

the binary dynamic, initiated, observed, understood, and interpreted in the literal 

sense, no longer functions as conventional/binary opposition even though the words 

appear in the structural relation of contraries; rather, continuously construed, 

fragmented, and reconstituted within the consciousness of the reader to present the 

dynamic as two aspects of the same moment, or as distinguishable but inseparable. 

Husserl ' s phenomenological method can help us understand how a character 

such as Isabel Archer can experience life and make decisions. By incorrectly basing 

her theories on the manifold of partial perceptions and incorrectly "filling in the 

gaps," Isabel courts disaster and tragedy as her anomalies progress from innocent 

inconsistencies to larger, more fatal, aberrations. The multiple views oflsabel, 

Osmond, and the other characters are described by the narrator in greater and greater 

detail as the novel progresses; we learn more about them. James paints a portrait by 

accumulating the perspectives of a character at different times in the novel. The 

culmination of the phenomenological approach projects the dynamic of 

anomalousness and vulgarity, through contrary aspects, in the same moment. The 

character' s experience leads to limited knowledge that can be attained via the multi

perspectival observation of an object, person, or event in the novel. In other words, 

the multiplicity of viewing has a symbiotic relation to psychological certainty. 
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Hence, a character in a work of fiction, such as Isabel Archer, or Gilbert 

Osmond, are viewed by other characters, by the narrator, and by the reader in 

contradictory aspects; at the same moment each character may appear to be 

anomalous and vulgar dependent on the variables of angle of perception (literally and 

figuratively) of the observer. For each experience one has, one becomes aware that 

the thing perceived is being perceived in a particular way (Hammond 198). One also 

becomes conscious that there are different modes of perception of the same object by 

the same perceiver, for each of these possible perceptions by an observer (another 

character in the world of the novel, or the reader), one is also aware of possible 

perceptions, with different variations of sensory mode and background. For Merleau

Ponty, there seems to be no limit to the sequence of ways in which an observer might 

explore the object of any particular perception. 

In Portrait, the narrator influences the reader by selecting the information as to 

specific social norms and codes that we, as readers, use as a benchmark to determine 

the characters' thoughts and behavior as either anomalous or vulgar. Pricilla Walton 

comments that the narrator "conditions" the reader to accept the constitution of 

Isabel's character by interrupting the narrative, frequently informing us oflsabel's 

inner dialogue-her values and beliefs-lest the readers rely too heavily on what is 

"proffered" as Isabel's own thoughts and perceptions (97). I would add to Walton's 

observation the thought that if rhetorical devices occur in the novel, James must give 

the narrator's commentary the appearance of certainty; but we fmd that the narrator as 

well operates from a perspective (a point of view) and that the perspective, at times, 

presents itself as anomalous. Comments made on behalf of Isabel Archer by the 
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narrator vacillate and modulate in the first half of the novel from spuriousness to 

ensuring that the reader respond favorably. 

By the end of the novel the narration has been manipulated so that the readers 

no longer require the eyes of the narrator to see what happens in the novel, since what 

"happens" corresponds to the narrator' s testimony (Walton 98). In addition to the 

narrator' s point of view, other characters tend to shape the world ofthe novel. Their 

observations, says Walton, alert the reader to specific "codes" and the way in which 

women are expected to act within the Jamesian house of fiction (98). William James 

comments that 

It is notorious that facts are compatible with opposite emotional 
comments, since the same fact will inspire entirely different feelings 
in different persons, and at different times in the same person; and 
there is no rationally deducible connection between any other fact and 
the sentiments it may happen to provoke. (140) 

James employs a sequence of incidents influencing not only characters' 

behavior in the world of the novel but also the aesthetic impact the sequencing has in 

the consciousness of the reader. For instance, the great ''vigil" scene in Portrait, 

Chapter 42, is considered by James to be "the best thing in the book" because it is 

contingent upon a defining context; in other words, it could not stand on its own 

without the preceding sequence of events. When Chapter 42 is observed and 

examined, in context, the vigil becomes an epiphany or revelatory for the character, 

Isabel Archer, and the reader. Dennis Donoghue calls this "an earned epiphany" (52-

53). It is a scene in which action, passion, and nascent understanding within Isabel 

occur, culminating in Isabel's future ability to interpret the world in an anomalous 
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fashion (relative to her prior world-view); that of a coherent world-view based upon 

understanding before interpreting, and a linking of present events with the past. 

All of the above exemplifies the "deeps and shallows" (125) of interpretation 

that the reader must wade in order to see, understand, and move toward a fuller 

interpretation of what goes on in the novel. Hence, it remains doubtful that the 

phenomenological method, as critics have showri, can ever release enough bracketed 

phenomena to gain epistemological or moral certainty. 12 Merle Williams comments 

that "James' s hand is consistently the guiding and controlling influence; his 

perception of a unified whole contains, compares, and contrasts the varying outlooks 

of his characters, as he develops his philosophical enquiry" (32). 
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Chapter 2 

Foundational Isabel Archer 

We sometimes hear of an author who, at one creation, produces some two or three 
score [such] characters; it may be possible. But they can hardly be original in the 
sense that Hamlet is, or Don Quixote, or Milton' s Satan. That is to say, they are not, 
in a thorough sense, original at all. They are novel, or singular, or striking, or 
capturing, or all four at once. More than likely: they are what are called odd 
characters. Herman Melville The Confidence Man 

In Portrait the Jamesian characters' epistemological situation is created by an 

excess of seeing over understanding-producing obscurity, paralyzing characters and 

causing anomalous behavior. With Isabel Archer, her misinterpretations of 

experience lead her into the maze of the anomalous that compounds and conflates her 

thought. Isabel ' s tragic sequence is inevitable; yet her response to her errors is 

different from that of other characters James has fashioned as "innocents." Hyacinth 

Robinson in The Princess Casamassima commits suicide and Millie Theale, in The 

Wings ofThe Dove, loses the will to live and "turns her face to the wall" (Bobbitt 

34). By contrast, Isabel ' s reaction is anomalous insofar as she refuses to 

acknowledge either defeat or error. To observe Isabel as an anomaly, we must first 

establish a standard or foundational theoretic framework from which she views the 

world. Let us first solidify and defme the scope ofthe anomalous. As stated earlier it 

is used literally, but is recalled in many different variations and modes. Such words 

as "eccentric," "odd," "irregular," "special," "unique," or "extraordinary" and 

"interesting" take on a sense of the anomalous-as opposed to norms and community 

standards, etc.- and form a complex of values rather than just the literal sense of the 

word. The complex of meanings of anomaly/anomalous are offset against the 
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connotations of the word vulgarity. Words such as "common," "coarse," "regular," 

"limited," "conventional," and "ordinary," constitute the sense of the vulgar. 

Once the Isabel character is established foundationally-the way she is known 

at the beginning of Portrait and upon her entrance into Gardencourt-we fmd her 

throughout the novel in multiple levels of anomalous behavior relative to earlier 

behavior. This developing and enrichment of character gives a sense of irony because 

as she tries to behave anomalously in an amelioratory sense, her anomalous behavior 

is often viewed pejoratively as vulgar. Hence, she often presents herself as 

anomalous and vulgar at the same moment: particular traits that are distinguishable 

but inseparable. 

Paul Armstrong comments that in perceiving the world conventionally we 

project hypotheses, conjectures that are at first vague and provisional, to "fill in the 

gaps" that are not empirically evident or to predict events based on past happenings; 

and we employ these "guesses" to make sense of the world (Conflicting 3). 

Everything we experience helps us to "refme and amplify our overarching construct 

(or leads us to overthrow it if anomalies persistently crop up and the parts refuse to 

fit)" (Conflicting 3; emphasis mine). Analogously, we observe Isabel Archer literally 

using the aforementioned methodology; however, due to psychological and 

contextual factors, her methods for constructing theories-in the first half of 

Portrait-are unsound, producing anomalies in her theories and conjectures that 

prompt her to behave and think anomalously in order to appear consistent and 

coherent in society. 13 Hence, it is not until Chapter 42 when Isabel begins to reflect 

on the past and conjoin it to the present that her anomalous world-view is confronted 
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and privately acknowledged unsound. Chapter 42 proves pivotal, for it is here that 

Isabel, for the first time, reflectively and self-critically, begins to understand and 

interpret the plenitude of possibilities with an admission that she may not have been 

correct in her theories and choices. 

Isabel is like James' s Maisie in that she is emblematic of innocence and 

naivete. Husser! maintains that meaning emerges out of temporal experience and that 

consciousnesses construct (further constituting) their world-views by compounding 

their images or intentional activity (Armstrong 1 0). 14 Foundationally, since she is 

enveloped with innocence, Isabel's entrance into the world ofGardencourt generates 

a limited view of the world, one which presents a discrepancy between goodness and 

a good impression (Dove 85). Hence, she, foundationally, exhibits an inability to 

translate properly her known experiences because of an excess of seeing over 

understanding. 

The inability to adequately translate her intended experience suggests Sartre's 

work on the existence of Others. Isabel as subject attempts to determine the 

"concrete nature" ofher experience of"representations and the place [she] occup[ies] 

there as an object" (Sartre 31 0). By doing so, Isabel consistently "trancend[ s] the 

field [of] experience" constituting, misinterpreting, and assuming. Sartre maintains 

that subjects "exceed the lawful limits of [their] knowledge" as they seek to "bind 

together experiences," experiences that can never be their own. Thus Isabel 

theorizes, postulates, and, constructs and according to Sartre, "can in no way serve for 

the unification [ofher] own experience" (310). For Gadamer, "The only thing that 

gives a judgement dignity is its having a basis, a methodological justification" (271). 
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Not only are Isabel's methods unsound, but she falls into bias, prejudice, and 

presuppositions based on excessive pride, an overactive imagination (see below), and 

believing false testimony from other characters she encounters. Again Gadamer is 

able to shed light on the types and origins of prejudicial judgment that are certainly 

not limited to the role that prejudices play in understanding texts: "either the respect 

we have for others and their authority leads us into error, or else an overhastiness in 

ourselves (271). Overhastiness is the source of errors that arise in the use of one's 

own reason; authority, however, is responsible for one's not using one's own reason 

at all (Gadamer 277). For example, if the authority replaces one's judgments, then 

authority is in fact a source of prejudice (Gadamer 279). In Portrait we observe Isabel 

involved in overhastiness as well as influenced by authority, all conspiring to degrade 

her understanding of the world and her relational dynamic with the objects, events, 

and others of the world. 

Within Isabel's consciousness, images pile upon images, each false or 

misapprehended, one image influencing the next, causing and resulting in confusion 

and anomalous behavior as she attempts to clarify what she sees and understands 

(Armstrong 12). 15 Yet her clarification falls short, since Isabel is affected by 

appearances so that her aesthetic world-view serves as her ethical/moral framework 

(Donoghue 71) and her decisions will be affected by the events, objects, and 

characters she experiences. Isabel extrapolates from a faulty store of information, 

usually in the form of prior conversations from "authorities" that are misinterpreted. 

These experiences influence her consciousness, and by a continual misreading of 
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signs to signified her behavior is received by the reader and other characters as 

anomalous. 

Careful attention to Isabel's foundational world view, the central orientation 

in the early chapters ofPortrait, grounds and establishes a standard by which we can 

apprehend Isabel's deviation from the normative; she is thus presented as subjective 

object for other characters and the reader to perceive, whether as an anomaly or or 

merely vulgar. Mrs. Touchett fmds Isabel "seated alone with a book" q 1) in her 

father's house in Albany. Mrs. Touchett's impression oflsabel after they first meet is 

of a young girl, independent and self-assured, quite unafraid of standing upon her 

principles and theories. Armstrong describes Isabel as the "perfect embodiment of 

freedom"; she is open to the possibilities that are offered by Mrs. Touchett to 

experience Europe (104). 

The narrator tells us that, early on, Isabel is constructing theories and making 

judgments founded on insufficient knowledge, thus constituting a reality and a 

theoretical frame from which she looks at the world. When we first meet her at 

Gardencourt she is interpreting: "[t]he person in question was a young lady [Isabel], 

who seemed immediately to interpret the greeting of the small beast" (the Touchett's 

dog) (25; emphasis mine). Isabel is framed by the doorway ofGardencourt and 

described phenomenologically; she is presented to the reader from the perspective of 

Ralph Touchett, who is aware that he is the object of intention: "His face was turned 

toward the house, but his eyes were bent musingly on the lawn; so that he had been 

an object of observation to a person who had just made her appearance in the ample 

doorway for some moments before he perceived her" (25; emphasis mine).It is as a 
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young child that one's theoretical framework or as Merleau-Ponty would say 

"habitualities" is constituted; and James gives the reader a portrait oflsabel as a 

young girl in Albany as foundational guidelines to explain her anomalousness in 

Portrait. Husser! writes in his Cartesian Meditations about how meaning emerges for 

a child; he points out that the creation of meaning develops temporally--children and 

adults build and change their worlds by adding to acquired habits of intentional 

activity (75-80). As a child, Isabel constructs meaning through play. 16 For example, 

in the house in Albany 

there was a sort of arched passage, connecting the two sides of the 
House, which Isabel and her sisters used in their childhood to call the 
Tunnel and which, though it was short and well lighted, always 
seemed to the girl to be strange and lonely, especially on winter 
afternoons. (32) 

Foundationally, at an early age, Isabel through "play" constructs and maintains 

anomalous theoretical frameworks grounded on incomplete images and excessive 

imagination: "The foundation of her knowledge was really laid in the idleness of her 

grandmother's house" (33). 17 

Isabel's world-view is anomalous in that she literally has no desire to look out 

of her father's house, "for this would have interfered with her theory that there was a 

strange, unseen place on the other side" (33). The wording suggests her proclivity 

toward a solipsistic theoretical framework that is both prohibitive to epistemological 

certainty and a factor that explains her confusion and anomalous behavior as it 

manifests itself in the novel. 18 Later, Merle, Osmond, and others are able to take 

advantage oflsabel's "susceptible mind" (36) by manipulating the signs that Isabel 

takes in good faith to be representative of their worlds (Armstrong 17). Dorothy 
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Berkson writes that Isabel fails to read Merle and Osmond correctly (by seeing rather 

than understanding); just as she "exercises her talent for not looking beyond the 

bolted door ofher childhood house in Albany" (62). 19 

Many critics have maintained that Isabel's theoretical frame is predicated 

upon a fierce independence/0 exhibited in dialogue with Mrs. Touchette in Albany. 

John Dove comments that the critics who claim Isabel as "independent" and 

"emancipated" have failed to note the speciousness oflsabel's cult of independence; 

she is not as independent and confident as she appears to be: but rather is given to 

innumerable doubts and misgivings in her interaction with others (81 ). These doubts 

and misgivings (as well as in her fear of the unknown and mysterious) play a role in 

her appearing later in Portrait as a tragic anomaly. 21 

For Isabel, her impression is an "aspect" constituted by her standpoint as the 

subject/perceiver, by position of the object thus open to her gaze, and by the attention 

she brings to the experience. The literal and figurative open doorways and windows, 

metaphors used in Portrait's Preface, frame the scene Isabel sees in a way that 

emphasizes the perspectival quality of the impression. Objects, people, and events 

can look anomalous or vulgar or both at the same moment. In the same way, Isabel 

may be viewed by other characters (or the reader) from different "windows." All the 

characters in Portrait present to the reader characteristics of anomalousness and 

vulgarity providing the firm underpinnings of James's structure of plot. Syntactically 

James intermingles the two portraits, the anomalous Isabel and the vulgar Isabel, 

within the same sentence using style, technique, and form synergistically conjoining 
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the two-anomalousness and vulgarity-creating an impression in the mind of the 

reader of the anomalous and vulgar fused together: 

Altogether, with her meagre knowledge, her inflated ideals, her 
confidence at once innocent and dogmatic, her temper at once exacting 
and indulgent, her mixture of curiosity and fastidiousness, of vivacity 
and indifference, her desire to look well and to be if possible even 
better, her determination to see, to try, to know, her combination of the 
delicate, desultory, flame-like spirit and the eager and personal 
creature of conditions: she would be an easy victim of scientific 
criticism if she were not intended to awaken on the reader part an 
impulse more tender and more purely expectant. (54) 

The signs of anomaly- the irregular method of reasoning-and-the 

uniqueness of her character-extend to her theory on marriage and the fear that the 

bond of marriage would constrain her "high spirit" (54). Isabel wishes to remain 

above the vulgarity of marriage and revel in the freedom of being an anomaly. 

Unfortunately, her theory is imitative of a vulgar mind: 

among her theories, this young lady was not without a collection of 
views on the subject of marriage. The frrst on the list was a 
conviction ofthe vulgarity ofthinking too much of it ... she held that 
a woman ought to be able to live to herself, in the absence of 
exceptional flimsiness, and that it was perfectly possible to be happy 
without the society of a more or less coarse-minded person of another 
sex. (55; emphasis mine) 

Not only does the narrator enlighten us about Isabel's views of marriage and of the 

male gender as vulgar, but also we observe an intermingling in the consciousness of 

Isabel; that is, a subjective polarization within her consciousness ofher self-image as 

anomalous and vulgar.22 Once again, the anomaly/vulgarity dynamic can range in 

meaning from highly positive/approval to deeply negative/disapproval; "vulgarity" in 

the above example has come to signify a reprehensible quality and not merely 

"commonplace" or "ordinary." 
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Hence, a two way interpretive process is at work in Portrait: Isabel' s view of 

the world and the reader's view ofher make apparent the complexity of the 

perspectival nature of impressions upon characters. Wayne Booth comments that 

"one can recognize that our different interests and predispositions lead us to take 

different aspects of reality for different purposes, depending on differences in our [the 

reader's] general orientation.23 Moreover, when seen against an infmite horizon the 

objects beyond the intended figure lie beyond Isabel's frame of reference, provoking 

her to extrapolate and fill in the background to feel certain in her world-view of the 

events that surround her. Armstrong suggests that her view presents her with a 

"foreshortened image" of her subject ( 43), that does not promote a pluralistic view 

but one of prejudice and presupposition. 

Thus, Isabel frequently interprets behavior of others, objects, and events before 

understanding their meaning and significance. When choosing a book from her 

father's library, Isabel "was guided in the selection chiefly by the frontispiece" (33; 

emphasis mine), literally choosing a book by its cover; explaining in part her 

rejection ofLord Warburton and her cousin Ralph as potential suitors and her 

acceptance of Gilbert Osmond as her husband. Isabel, throughout the novel, seems 

guided by appearance, without critical examination of those impressions that 

assemble appearance: "at important moments, when she would have been thankful to 

make use ofher judgment alone, she paid the penalty ofhaving given undue 

encouragement to the faculty of seeing without judging" (39). 

In an early conversation with Ralph, Isabel reveals a major anomaly in her 

ethos, prompting Ralph to utter: "You wish people to like you, and you try to make 
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them do it" (51). Later, her loyalty to Osmond pleases Osmond but greatly displeases 

others. The obligation to Osmond has the consequence of effectively undercutting 

her foundationally proclaimed values, attitudes, and beliefs. The wish of being 

thought well of reverberates when Isabel confronts, judges, and sentences Good wood 

to life without her (Chapter 32). Her thoughts are judicial as she avoids the pain she 

is obviously causing Goodwood: "poor fellow, what great things he' s capable of, and 

what a pity he should waste so dreadfully his splendid force! What a pity too that one 

can't satisfy everybody!" (276). Isabel's attitude throughout Portrait concerning 

Goodwood is that he is the one responsible for causing pain and injury (Berland 126). 

Hence, with Goodwood, Isabel must sustain a rationalization of her behavior that 

falters at times (always hovering as a reminder of conscience and memory), 

remaining free of blame in displeasing him and appearing morally on the high 

ground. Once her theoretical framework is declared publicly, Isabel does not move to 

alter it, least she be considered in a poor light for others to observe. 

Isabel is susceptible to misgivings due to her innate sense of what should be 

(Dove 82). Isabel holds her conduct and the conduct of others up to an ethical lantern 

in order to "see" the correct manner to proceed in life. Dove is compelling in 

employing a term such as innate, since the connotation suggests that Isabel has, 

already in place, a set of values, attitudes and beliefs, as to what "should be." 

However, Isabel's innate theoretical framework never seems to correspond to ''what 

is happening in the world ofthe novel" in which she is the central character and the 

central consciousness. Dove suggests an interesting point concerning Isabel' s drive 

for independence. He discusses (too briefly) that Isabel treasures her independence 
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(and anomalousness) because, paradoxically, she is searching for some satisfactory 

way oflosing it (82). To expand upon Dove's thought in terms of the 

anomaly/vulgarity dynamic, I would suggest that Isabel has a "paradoxical" desire for 

the common or vulgar which may prove to be a consideration in her choice of 

Osmond as one who proclaims proudly "I am convention itself' (265). Thus, since 

Isabel's dread is to be thought of and to appear vulgar, so must she assume the mask 

of the anomaly, to be unique, to be special among her sex, moreover to be identified 

with a man, Gilbert Osmond, whose desire, too, is to be the anomaly and the 

paradigm of taste. 

In other words, Isabel in the first half of the novel is deluded, independent, 

critical, and excessively proud: "she was in the habit of taking for granted, on scanty 

evidence, that she was right" (53); and "her error and delusions were frequently such 

as a biographer interested in preserving the dignity of his subject must strike from 

specifying" (53). All the initial descriptions are qualified suggesting that James is 

painting a character of"extraordinary" fictional depth: "a young woman who was 

evidently both intelligent and excited" (28); "[t]he young lady seemed to have a great 

deal of confidence" (26); "she was looking at everything, with an eye that denoted 

clear perception" (26); and "the alertness with which she evidently caught 

impressions. Her impressions were numerous and they were all reflected in a clear, 

still smile" (28). Isabel is a character with a set of values clearly defmed at the start 

ofthe novel and that are violated in her marriage to Gilbert Osmond. 

The contributing factors to Isabel's anomalous behavior present themselves as 

a clear and apparent inability to reflect on her past and to be self-critical. The 
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narrator informs us that "Isabel liked better to think of the future than the past" and 

"[t]he past was apt to look dead." (194). Her excessive pride and defensiveness are 

obstacles to her success that manifest themselves explicitly in the first half of Portrait. 

Isabel fashions "an unquenchable desire to think well of herself' (53): she is not like 

other women characters such Mrs. Touchett, Henrietta Stackpole, or Madame Merle. 

She has a theory that 

it was only under this provision life was worth living; that one should 
be one ofthe best, should be conscious of a fme organization (she 
couldn' t help knowing her organization was fine) , should move in a 
realm oflight, of natural wisdom, ofhappy impulse, of inspiration 
gracefully chronic. (53-54) 

Isabel' s originality is rooted in pride that separates her from the world, including 

those that care most for her (Bobbitt 34). 

Another oflsabel's foundational theories is that a woman "should have a point 

of view" (60). Her anomalous behavior and the ''thousand ridiculous zigzags" ofher 

thought processes contradict her earlier stance of intellectual independence with Mrs. 

Touchett of a particular point of view. Isabel tells Mrs. Touchett she is pluralistic in 

her world-view, but our view of her in the first half of Portrait suggests that she is 

narrow and limited. Having a ''particular" or limited point of view prevents the 

plurality of perspectives that would enable a larger and fuller perspective necessary to 

epistemological or moral certainty. In our earlier discussion of the advantages of 

phenomenology in interpreting fiction, I suggested the example ofthe Husserlian 

"cube" and the consciousness's method of"filling in the gaps." Isabel's theories and 

misapprehensions of reality initiate faulty "gap filling," resulting in her lack of 

correspondence to reality. As readers we recognize that Isabel's nonconformity is 
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coherent to her theoretical framework. 24 Isabel's paradoxical ethos is supported by 

Armstrong suggesting that, for Isabel, confronting and intending toward a limited 

point of view can attain clarity (109).25 Perhaps the anomalies that characters witness 

in Isabel's behavior and thought are symptomatic of her internal conflict, with a her 

drive toward clarity, her having a particular world-view, and her drive to be a free and 

independent thinker as she so often professes throughout the first half of her history in 

Portrait. In general, characters in Portrait observe what is, at best, a sample of their 

intended object-in one pose, from one side, at one angle, in one moment. Isabel is 

such a character who consistently judges by what appears to the eye. In other words, 

she attempts to adjudicate the whole by the single apperception, which causes 

anomalies in her theories to occur consistently.26 The unexplained appearance of 

anomalies and their consequences suggests that Isabel is severely limited in her 

ability to make sense of her world; moreover, she is unable to account for anomalies 

that continue appearing, engendering anomalous behavior and odd thought patterns. 

The narrator fashions a perspective oflsabel as having a "finer mind than 

most of the persons among whom her lot was cast; [having] a larger perception of her 

surrounding facts and [a] care for knowledge that was tinged with the unfamiliar" 

(52-53). She has a "comprehensiveness of observation" (28), a "strong will and a 

high temper" ( 4 7) and possesses an "alertness with which she evidently caught 

impressions" (28). "She always returned to her theory that a young woman ... should 

begin by getting a general impression of life. This impression was necessary to 

prevent mistakes" (56). James has painted a portrait of a lady having multiple 

dimensions, perspectives, and virtue. 
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Isabel's flight to Europe is in many ways a flight from the constraints of 

marriage pressed on her by Caspar Goodwood. Her desire to flee America is a 

chance, she feels, to be different, unique, and anomalous among her gender, to escape 

the conventions expected of an unmarried woman. Hence, her journey to Europe and 

the unknown has the double function of freedom and a chance to appear anomalous. 

After Mrs. Touchett states that the house in Albany is "bourgeois" --common and 

vulgar-Isabel "felt some emotion ... of a kind which led her" desire to go to 

Florence with her aunt (36). Isabel's inner dialogues in the chapters describing her 

life in America suggest that by her remaining in America and marrying Goodwood 

she would be bound to the conventional, which would forever prevent her from 

experiencing the chance to appear unique and special. Isabel suggests that 

Good wood could not elevate her into the sphere of the anomalous but would cloak 

her in a world of the vulgar: "deficient in the social drapery commonly muffling, in 

an overcivilized age, the sharpness ofhuman contacts" (405). Mull comments that 

Goodwood exhibits an inability to correspond to the outside world (Mull 71). He 

exists as a limited, conventional, and unrealized character contrasting with Isabel's 

ideal: an existence that rises above the common world that Goodwood offers her. 

The narrator points out that the outside world regards Isabel as an anomaly 

and that "she passed for a young woman of extraordinary profundity," which gives 

her the uncertain sense but complimentary feeling of appearing as unique and 

anomalous: "She carried within herself a great fund of life, and her deepest enjoyment 

was to feel the continuity between the movements of her own soul and the agitations 

of the world" ( 41 ). Her Aunt Varian predicts great things from her appearance as a 
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"laborer" for knowledge; however, the narrator tells us that Isabel' s appearance is 

mere illusion, that '"the girl had never attempted to write a book and had no desire for 

the laurels of authorship. She had no talent for expression and too little 

consciousness of genius; she only had a general idea that people were right when they 

treated her as if she were rather superior" (53). The reader gains a sense oflsabel' s 

vulgarity covered over by her appearance of being anomalous to the outside world. 

The narrator goes on to say that Isabel's opinions are of"slender value" and give her 

the "habit of seeming at least to feel and think, and in importing moreover to her 

words when she was really affected by that prompt vividness which so many people 

had regarded as a sign of superiority" (57), punctuating the impression of 

anomalousness as an external persona juxtaposed with an underlying vulgarity that 

impacts fundamentally with Isabel's consciousness engendering misgivings and 

doubts concerning her destiny. 

For Isabel to confront and play out her destiny, she realizes that her 

anomalousness is a two-edged sword. It provides uniqueness; but at the same time it 

appears as a vulgar and common aspect to her persona exemplified in her anomalous 

refusal of marriage to Warburton and Goodwood. Schriber comments that Isabel's 

refusal of marriage with Warburton and Goodwood are carefully orchestrated, not 

conceived of as "original" by Isabel, but as being constituted by an imagination fed 

on romantic novels ( 446). Beneath Isabel's external persona of appearing as an 

anomaly is an inner self, constituted of the common and vulgar Victorian woman 

whose power is "exercised through the conventions ofVictorian society" (Schriber 

446). 
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Chapter 3 

Isabel's Anomalous Rejections 

The case is so marked, however, that illustrations easily overflow, and there is no 
need of forcing doors that stand wide open. What remains is the interesting oddity or 
mystery-the anomaly that fairly dignifies the whole circumstance with its 
strangeness: the wonders, in short, that men, women, and children should have so 
much attention to spare for improvisations mainly so arbitrary and frequently so 
loose. Henry James "The Future of The Novel" 

One of the many questions critics ofPortrait have attempted to answer is the 

anomalous behavior Isabel seemingly exhibits in her rejection of Lord Warburton, a 

wealthy English Lord, and Caspar Goodwood, an American businessman. Many 

critics thus far have focused on Isabel's unyielding desire for independence as a part 

of the collective consciousness of the American ethos; however, the answer to the 

question involves more than a "declaration ofindependence"-it includes Isabel 

Archer's desire to be anomalous among her gender and a dread ofbeing perceived as 

vulgar. Paul Armstrong suggests that Isabel is noble, courageous, and idealistic; that 

she views her two suitors, Lord Warburton and Caspar Goodwood, "as too little a 

challenge" (1 07). Tony Tanner likens the rejections to Isabel's American collective 

unconscious of not wanting to be involved in a commitment that might defme and 

arrest her; Goodwood symbolizes, for Isabel, oppression, coercion, and constraint on 

the physical level, while Warburton and his English "system" suggest confmement at 

the social level (207). I will, as opposed to Armstrong and Tanner, suggest that 

Isabel, judging "quickly and freely," felt Lord Warburton an undefmed threat. What 

we are told is that Warburton's "system," his values, attitudes, and beliefs, alarm 

Isabel: "A certain instinct, not imperious, but persuasive, told her to resist-
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murmured to her that virtually she had a system and an orbit of her own" (95); and 

her "imagination had already had her being asked to marriage by this 'personage'" 

(94). The suggestion of an "orbit" ofher is suggestive ofher ambition to appear as 

the anomaly. 

When Warburton claims that he cares less for Gardencourt and only for 

Isabel, she answers in a way, says the narrator, as "not perfectly sincere." She offers 

no surprise to Warburton's statement: "They [the words spoken] were simply a tribute 

to the fact, of which she was perfectly aware, that those [words] he had uttered would 

have excited surprise on the part of a vulgar world' (96; emphasis mine). Hence, to 

appear eager or surprised at Warburton's proposal would make Isabel appear as 

common or vulgar. 

Warburton's declaration, "If you'll be my wife, then I shall know you" (97), is 

twofold in its implications: it increases Isabel's dread of discovery of her underlying 

commonness; and decreases her chances ofbecoming the anomalous woman she so 

desires. She sincerely replies to his proposal, "I'm by no means sure you wouldn't be 

disappointed" (98); and "It's not what I ask; it's what I can give. I don't think I 

should suit you; I really don't think I should" (99). Isabel's reflection on 

Warburton's proposal of marriage suggests that the security of a life with an English 

lord and "The 'splendid' security so offered her was not the greatest she could 

conceive" (100). Her fear of the vulgar and ambition for the anomalous clearly 

determines her behavior and choice of action: "She couldn't marry Lord Warburton; 

the idea failed to support any ofthe free exploration of life she had hitherto 

entertained" (101). Ironically, Isabel's refusal is something ''that nineteen women out 
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of twenty would have accommodated themselves to .. . without a pang" (100). By. 

having an ambition to become an anomaly among her sex- independent in thought 

and action-Isabel makes herself an anomaly in another sense by refusing a marriage 

proposal that a majority of her gender would accept. By refusing, she is free to 

pursue her "system" and retain her own "orbit"; moreover, the refusal gives Isabel a 

deluded sense of superiority of ambition and purpose: "If she wouldn't do such a 

thing as that [marry an English Lord] then she must do great things, she must do 

something greater" (1 02). 

Isabel, in discussion with her uncle, understands that her very refusal of 

marriage to Lord Warburton will appear "both tasteless and ungrateful" (103). 

Paradoxically, to avoid the vulgar and strive toward anomalous sense of existence, 

she must use vulgar/tasteless acts as a means or "cost" (1 03) in order to seek her 

destiny and confront her fate. In the example below, Isabel' s subtext reads as a 

struggle to free herself from perceived conventions of marriage offered by Lord 

Warburton. She says: 

"It ' s that I can't escape my fate. " 
"Your fate?" 
"I should try to escape ifl were to marry you." 
"I don't understand. Why should not that be your fate as well as 

anything else?" 
"Because it ' s not," said Isabel femininely. "I know it's not. It ' s not 

my fate- 1 know it can't be." 
Poor Warburton stared, an interrogative point in either eye. 
"Do you call marrying me giving up?" 
''Not in the usual sense. It's getting- getting-getting a great deal. 

But it's giving up other choices." (118) 

Isabel cannot escape her fate to be the anomaly. She must act anomalously-

unconventionally-in order to let her destiny unfold as an anomalous woman among 
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her gender who defies the convention of marriage. If she marries Warburton, the 

marriage would be perceived as an escape from her destiny to be the anomaly and to 

settle for the life of the conventional, and this, to Isabel, would be vulgar.27 Jonathan 

Warren notes that her word "escape" suggests that ''the marriage to Warburton might 

be a sanctuary from the prison house of her fate ofher vast potential, and that 

marriage would, at the same time, be a sort of improper evasion" (7). Juliet 

McMaster writes that Isabel's rejection ofLord Warburton is neither that she fails to 

properly and fully love; nor, she is bound to her promise to Goodwood. Rather "she is 

driven by motives which she does not herself understand, and of which she is in fact 

afraid"( 52). Isabel's inability to understand herself and the reader's inability to 

understand Isabel's anomalousness, point to a conclusion that perhaps the whole of 

the portrait oflsabel Archer may never be known. 

In a letter written after Warburton's proposal of marriage, she states that she 

will not be able to marry him because "'We see our lives from our own point of view; 

that is the privilege ofthe weakest and humblest of us; and I shall never be able to see 

mine in the manner you proposed"' (107). Isabel's dread of appearing common or 

vulgar is apparent in these words. Mrs. Touchette, in conversation with Isabel 

concerning her refusal of Warburton, suggests that the alternative for Isabel is to live 

the life of a Bohemian-an anomalous life: "You probably won't be troubled with 

them [potential suitors] if you adopt permanently the Bohemian manner of life" 

(123). Yet it is exactly the "Bohemian" appearance Isabel wishes to promote and the 

conventional nature to conceal. 
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Isabel views Goodwood as the apotheosis of convention: "His jaw was too 

square and set and his figure too straight and stiff; these things suggested a want of 

easy consonance with the deeper·rhythms oflife" (106); "she viewed with reserve a 

habit he had of dressing always in the same manner; it was not apparently that he 

wore the same clothes continually ... they all seemed of the same piece; the figure, 

the stuff, was so drearily usuaf' (1 06); "he showed his appetites and designs too 

simply and artlessly" (107). In dramatic fashion, Isabel's rejection ofGoodwood 

comes on the heels ofher rejection of Warburton. Her reasons are similar in that 

Goodwood would confme her to the vulgar and conventional and not free her to 

follow her destiny and confront her fate. She informs Goodwood of her engagement 

to Osmond: 

She had felt pain and displeasure on receiving early that day the news he was 
in Florence and by her leave would come within an hour to see her. She had 
been vexed and distressed, though she had sent word by his messenger that he 
might come when he would. She had not been better pleased when she saw 
him; his being there at all was so full of heavy implications. It implied things 
she could never assent to-rights, reproaches, remonstrance, rebuke, the 
expectation of making her change her purpose. (280; emphasis mine) 

Phillip Weinstein maintains that "In his rigid, artless, self-defmed, self-acceptance, 

Good wood is the antithesis of the identity Isabel seeks to create through her 

encounter with European civilization" (63). Armstrong suggests that Lord Warburton 

and Goodwood are juxtaposed stylistically-similarly rejected in successive 

fashion-as structural correlative to the dramatic movement of the novel (1 07). 

The refusals of marriage to Warburton and Goodwood are "negative 

choices-refusals to follow the social conventions and formulas devised for young 

women of her situation" (O'Neill3). On a higher level, James is refusing to write a 
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novel in the strict tradition of the novel. One may suggest here that James is acting 

anomalously as author.28 O'Neill suggests that James wants to avoid specification [a 

fixed person, object, or event] because precise and exacting of a phenomenon or of an 

emotion sets limits to its affective force (30), thus the anomalous methodology of 

James's fiction "offers us a variety of possible explanations, rather than one defmite 

reason, for Isabel's refusals" (30). Each of the theories of refusals contains a certain 

degree of plausibility (30). Thus, James does not commit to a single precise 

explanation for her refusal. The reader is merely allowed to sense the plausibility of 

Isabel's decision (31) and observe her consistency ofinconsistency in her choice of 

Osmond as her husband. 

Isabel's reasons for marriage to Osmond must be anomalous with respect to 

the reasons she offered for her refusals of Warburton and Goodwood. Isabel must 

fmd in Osmond a satisfaction ofher fundamental needs/wants/desires of her nature 

that Warburton and Goodwood cannot satisfactorily compete for and that Osmond 

necessarily fulfills. 
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Chapter 4 

The Two Anomalies: Isabel and Osmond 

Initially, only the anticipated and usual are experienced even under circumstances 
where anomalies are later to be observed. Thomas Kuhn The Theory of Scientific 
Revolutions 

One ofPortrait's most complex elements is the presentation of Gilbert 

Osmond. Criticism has described Osmond as the most evil character in the James 

canon. For Leon Edel, Osmond is a "subtle manipulator" (425-26). Donald Mull 

suggests that he is duplistic and false (95); and Lyall Powers writes that Osmond is 

James's most completely evil character, the chiefrepresentative of evil in [Isabel's] 

world (76,81). The pervading view of Osmond has influenced readers to observe him 

from a certain perspective that is skewed and prejudicial without overwhelming 

textual evidence. In his foundational self-fashioning aspect, initially presented to 

Isabel, Osmond does not misrepresent himself to her and in fact does much to let 

Isabel know exactly who and what he is: "I've neither fortune, nor fame, nor extrinsic 

advantages of any kind. So I offer nothing" (264). Osmond is very frank in his self-

description: "I'm not conventional: I'm convention itself' (265); and ironically Isabel 

mimics his words to defend her theory (to Ralph) about marrying a man who is 

"nothing." Linguistically Osmond claims that he is not a mere adjective but a noun. 

That holds a symbiotic relation with the style and syntax revealing an interesting 

relationship that correlates and enhances the overall dialectic theme ofthe 

anomaly/vulgarity dynamic. Osmond's reply to an question directed at him by Isabel: 

''No, I'm not conventional" can be translated as "I'm anomalousness; and the second 
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half of the statement: "I'm convention itself' can be interpreted as "I'm not 

anomalous, I'm common or vulgar." Hence, we have Osmond's self-description, 

disguised rhetorically, reinforcing the notion of a character being both an anomalous 

and vulgar in the same moment. In order properly to "see" Osmond through and 

between the lines of the text we use as a point of entry Dorothea Krook's insightful 

but slightly flawed analysis of the Osmond character. Krook contrasts Osmond's 

foundational ethos with that ofhis ethos of the novel's second half. She claims 

Osmond, after marriage to Isabel, is in "his new character" ( 4 7) and the reader is 

presented with "something which shows us Gilbert Osmond in a light disconcertingly 

different" (47); and that "he is appallingly unlike the man Isabel Archer had thought 

she was marrying" (47). Krook, it seems, is characterizing Osmond as anomalous 

relative to his foundational theoretical framework. This explanation of Osmond is 

reductive. Krook suggests change in Osmond without considering Isabel's theoretical 

framework as fundamentally changed. Isabel's view of Osmond has much to do with 

the formulation ofher theory about him, her desire for freedom to choose-even if it 

is the wrong choice-and her proud refusal to abandon her theories that override the 

admonishments ofher family and friends. Donald Mull comments that Isabel's 

acceptance of Osmond is no mere perverse refusal to abide by the counsel that she 

receives-though that does enter into her desire to act only as herself-but the 

necessary working out of the theory or world-view that she intends (91). For 

instance, Ralph sees Osmond as "small" (common) in the same way Isabel sees 

Osmond as "the largest thing [she] know[s]" (292)-as an anomaly. Isabel's and 

Ralph's difference in perspective centers on that of an object-the aspect of 



Osmond-being both vulgar and anomalous at the same time. Mull holds that Isabel 

in fact means that her judgment of Osmond is correct and Ralph's as incorrect (100). 

At another level we observe Isabel's desire for the anomalous with a man who, she 

feels, represents the exceptional of anomalousness-Gilbert Osmond; moreover, the 

simple fact that she has never before encountered a man like Osmond makes him, in a 

sense, an anomaly. Mull writes that Osmond seems to Isabel "a specimen apart, 

someone not to be categorized and classified but to be accepted on the merits of his 

own individuality" (92; emphasis mine). Osmond's anomalousness is evident for 

Isabel, in the very oddness of his ideas (Mull 94) relative to the other men she has 

engaged with in the past. Osmond's oddness--his anomalousness-is exactly the 

characteristic that Lord Warburton and Caspar Goodwood lack. 

Krook's contention is that Isabel, in Chapter 42, recognizes Osmond's "turn" 

of character: "he has indeed turned out to be a man very different from Isabel's first 

conception of him" (48). But it is the perspective oflsabel that has changed. Later, in 

Chapter 42, Isabel begins to formulate a sounder theory about her life and her marital 

dynamic, setting in motion her process of self-actualization and enabling her to 

understand the obfuscated sides of objects, persons, and events. She gains insight into 

sides of Osmond previously inaccessible. Osmond has always-from our first 

glimpse of him in conversation with Merle-been morally coarse, cold-hearted, and 

morally ambiguous. The doubling oflsabel's consciousness, allowing for possibilities 

outside of her own preconceptions and theories, constitutes a self-consciousness that 

establishes boundaries and characteristics ofher world that confront her with what 

she is not (Conflicting 29). 
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Krook states correctly that Osmond's "sophisticated conventionality" (50) is 

an attempt to obscure the commonness and vulgar nature of his character. Osmond's 

dread-as with other characters in Portrait-is appearing vulgar so his mask consists 

in aloofness and distance from the common. He seeks verisimilitude as the 

"anomaly"-to be apart from others and an entity unto himself/or himself Krook 

comments that Osmond-as anomaly-despises the world, but in fact submits and 

conforms himself ''wholly to the standards of the world" (50); hence Osmond is 

nothing more than a part of the commonness he so despises and his ostensible 

refmement is a subtle and calculated posture. 

Osmond's character should not be read as a stock villain in the mold of an 

Edmund or Iago. Much of the criticism directed at him centers around his "malignant 

malignancy," often neglecting or overlooking the facts. We are too often (and we 

will fmd this true oflsabel's character) manipulated by the responses of the author, 

narrator, and other characters that constitute a particular impression of a character, 

whether it be for ironic or dramatic effect. James has painted Osmond, surely, in dark 

tones, but we must bracket our expectations and prejudices and observe the character 

as he is truly represented; that is, constituted as a complex of contradictory 

characteristics and impulses such as being anomalous and vulgar at the same moment 

and colored by the apprehensions of him by others, especially the developing and 

changing Isabel. 

Isabel ultimately concedes to herself that she has misinterpreted Osmond's 

"cluster of appurtenances" (175). Ironically, Osmond, who appears so uninterested in 

Isabel and the outside world, is the most interested of all ofthe characters with whom 
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Isabel engages. He emerges as having the least potential of any suitors for helping her 

realize her ideal (Marcell 33). With Osmond, Isabel feels as if she were "some 

curious piece in an antiquary's collection" (276), an ornament or trophy that he can 

add to his menagerie show of anomalous trinkets and paintings. 

Krook acknowledges Osmond's sincerity in his initial relational dynamic with 

Isabel (52-54); hence, at some level Osmond's attraction to Isabel should not be 

adjudicated as uninterested. We are told that Osmond has requirements for a wife 

that Mme. Merle cannot offer him. We observe Isabel presented to Osmond as an 

heiress, intelligent, and physically attractive- traits that appeal to Osmond's sense of 

aesthetics. Krook comments of Osmond that ''the money motive had indeed not been 

absent, and the aesthetic motive had certainly been present; but his [Osmond' s] main 

reason," says Krook, "for wanting to marry her [Isabel] was, simply, that he liked 

her" (52). Augmenting Krook's analysis I would add that Osmond is attracted to the 

anomalous persona presented to him by Isabel. Osmond thought Isabel anomalous in 

that she declined a proposal of marriage from Warburton, whom he also thought an 

anomaly: "a very fme example of his race and order" (258). Osmond feels that "it 

would be proper that the woman he might marry should have done something of that 

sort" (258)--that is, have refused a Lord's proposal of marriage. For Osmond, the 

anomalous behavior of refusing such a match would be constitutive of an anomalous 

person: one who would augment his persona of anomalousness. Both Osmond and 

Isabel would present to the world an appearance of anomalousness-unique, special, 

and apart from the common and vulgar. 

In short, it is Osmond's dread of the vulgar that would deflect him from 
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marrying women like Princess Gemini or Henrietta Stackpole. Isabel's verisimilitude 

of anomalousness provides Osmond with ample inducement to bolster his persona of 

anomalousness through marriage. More importantly, just as we observed in Isabel, 

Osmond seeks in Isabel-a reflector for his aesthetic sensibility that could never be 

fulfilled by Mme. Merle. 

Osmond's anger at Isabel is the signal for commencement of the tragic 

sequence. Osmond touches off the sequence by recognizing that his theory oflsabel's 

anomalousness has serious flaws compromising his position, 29 reputation, and 

appearance with others. Isabel is not, however, the portrait that Osmond had initially 

viewed; nor is she a tragic victim. Isabel has deceived Osmond in a subtle, interesting 

manner. The discovery of the anomaly in his theory concerning Isabel as the 

anomalous object places Osmond in a vulnerable position of adjudication, by others, 

as vulgar. Hence, James shows us how Isabel and Osmond, as seemingly conjoined 

anomalies, are in another perspective vulgar entities. Between Osmond and Isabel, 

lies a mutual attraction, mutual deception, and mutual disappointment when their 

expectations are not met (Krook 54).30 Edel explains that "Isabel and Osmond had 

been attached to one another because each saw in the other a mirror image of self. 

The two had experienced an irresistible need for each other" ( 427). Isabel values 

aspects ofherself--her need to be anomalous-and has fallen in love with them in 

Osmond. Osmond for his part, had done the same in looking at Isabel as the 

anomalous attachment-an aesthetic object-to accompany his ethos. 

In the revelatory Chapter 42, Isabel is able to understand that Osmond has not 

changed. Yet her mental image of him has altered fundamentally. Her conscious 
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construct of Osmond's hidden side begins to focus and Isabel sees that she has 

changed. She has acted anomalously from her defmed foundational values and 

beliefs-a change engendered by a different type of seeing through another window, 

from a different angle of perception--of her existential and ontological place within 

and without the consciousness of Gilbert Osmond. In the aftermath of Chapter 42, 

both Osmond and Isabel view one another as anomalous in the pejorative sense and as 

vulgar-each realizing his and her errors and each existing in the vulnerable and 

tenable position of appearing publicly in the light of the vulgar and common. 31 

The component ofisabel' s commonness that affects Osmond most personally 

is her background steeped in the moral and ethical framework ofNew England 

Puritanism. Krook suggests that, to Osmond, this aspect oflsabel, hitherto obscured, 

is perhaps the most distasteful (54). Ironically, the anomalous mind that Isabel has 

prided herself on and is admired by others causes her downfall. This mind filled with 

"too many ideas" (244) makes Osmond rancorous toward Isabel. Isabel, to satisfy 

Osmond, must abandon beliefs, and the notion of abandonment proves to be hard for 

Isabel to accept.32 Additionally, if not more ironic, is Isabel's realization of the tragic 

and horrific nature of her marital relation with Osmond that she should be hated, not 

for what is base in her, but for what is the most admired in her; that is, her inquiring 

imagination and moral framework (Krook 56). In short, we see a mutual attraction 

and mutual interest and motive for the marriage. Osmond, as previously stated, 

initially views Isabel as an anomaly that fits his aesthetic ethos. Isabel, 

comparatively, is attracted to the mask Osmond has fashioned that appears to her as 

an aesthetic object: "Osmond had the attachment of old acquaintance and Isabel the 
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stimulus, which seemed to assure her a future at a high level of consciousness of the 

beautiful" (297). Tanner suggests that "this implies a sort of romantic Platonism 

which she [Isabel] might well have found in her youthful reading. She wants to exist 

at the heights of sheer communion with the ideal beauty" (208)-the anomalous. 

Hence, marriage to Osmond, says Tanner, is an embracing of the ideal (208) 

congruent with Isabel's aspirations for anomalousness. Isabel and Osmond are 

seekers ofthe "aesthetic"-the anomalous-to complement their essence as 

characters. Tanner notes that: "Osmond is a student of the 'exquisite' and we 

discover how cruel and sterile that can be. But in her own way so is Isabel. In some 

way Osmond is as much a collaborator as a deceiver" (209; emphasis mine). Tanner 

is closer to the mark than Krook in suggesting that Isabel's choice is a selective, 

deliberate, and misapprehension of Osmond. If so, can her choice of Osmond be 

viewed as an anomalous decision? or is it in essence a common one? 

Her choice of Osmond, because of his anomalousness, is inconsistent. The 

narrator tells us Isabel's thoughts: "he was fond, in all things, of the 'old way'; that 

had struck Isabel as one of fme, quiet, sincere notes" (290). Not only does Isabel 

misinterpret by seeing rather than understanding; but she has stumbled upon a 

concept that will become even clearer to her in Chapter 42-the duality of the human 

condition as a constant conflation or vacillation between of the anomalous and the 

vulgar. 

By novel's end, Isabel Archer feels the deep human awareness of the 

anomalousness in her own nature; the sense of an underlying collective vulgarity 

inherent in the human condition-especially as recognizable in Osmond and Mme. 
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Merle. This rise in epistemological and moral sensibility pervades the later half of 

the novel and is most persuasive in Chapter 42. 
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Chapter 5 

Chapter 42 as Recognition and Celebration of the Anomalous in Portrait 

Thomas Kuhn points out the difficulty in abandoning one's theories even 

when new thought proves more coherent (67-70). Theorists stubbornly refuse to give 

theories up and cling to their positions even in the face of aberrations. Often 

theorists, to explain anomalies, will resort to ad hoc explanations. In other words, 

instead of abandoning the theory, the theorist will create on the spot explanations to 

account for an anomaly appearing to contradict the theory. Using Kuhn's premise we 

may explain Isabel' s character and anomalous behavior. Ironically, Isabel's strange 

behavior is also contingent on her explication of her theories about the world. Isabel 

often inverts appearances to secure a subjective clarity when confusion threatens. 33 

Bobbitt maintains that her "conduct" changes very little when she recognizes her 

theories are unsound; that even in dejection and self-recrimination Isabel does not fail 

to judge herself, and the verdict is that she must be true to the self-image she has 

carefully crafted (34). An admission of error, would in effect, destroy Isabel's self

image. The narrator explains early on about Isabel's excessive pride and stubbornness 

to abandon a theory when the anomalies in the theory must constantly be explained 

away in self-delusion: "Of course the danger of a high spirit was the danger of 

inconsistency-the danger of keeping up the flag after the place has surrendered; a 

sort of behavior so crooked as to be almost a dishonor to the flag" (54; emphasis 

mine). 34 

William James comments on how we construct theories and how an 

infiltration of new ideas upsets the coherence of a particular world-view: 
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The observable process which Schiller and Dewey particularly singled 
out for generalization is the familiar one by which any individual 
settles into new opinions. The process here is always the same. The 
individual has a stock of old opinions already, but he meets a new 
experience that puts them to a strain . . . that they contradict each 
other .... The result is an inward trouble to which his mind till then 
had been a stranger, and from which he seeks to escape by modifying 
his previous mass of opinions ... . The new idea [Kuhn' s paradigm 
shift] is then adopted as the true one. 
(512-13) 

By not giving up the "flag" and by resisting a paradigm shift within her 

consciousness, Isabel does not make concessions and in this sense, the portrait of 

Isabel Archer is ofher own creation (Bobbitt 34-35). In Chapter 42, she admits that 

her theories about Merle and Osmond are unsound. Instead of continuing to cover the 

anomalies with ad hoc explanations, she begins to question the coherence of her 

assumptions. By abandoning her protectiveness of the theories, she acts, on a higher 

level, anomalously, and thus acknowledging a paradigm shift of consciousness, a 

movement from her former world-view to one that coheres. 35 No longer can the 

world exist in a continual "present," the developing world necessarily binds to the 

past. Jonathan Warren notes that Isabel fmally "recognizes that the past is not an 

unchanging eternity that subsumes the present and forever puts off the future" ( 1 ). 

O'Neill comments that "Isabel wants so much to turn her mind and her consciousness 

to future experience in order that it might conform to her ideal-her anomalous 

ideal-of herself' (33). For Isabel, there is a drive to rationalize the past for the result 

of bringing it into line. 

In reflecting about past events, Isabel constructs a new theory concerning her 

situation that is more coherent than any previously held belief-that Osmond and 
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Merle are but vulgar individuals and morally debased. 36 Isabel's desire to interact 

and engage with the anomalous rings hollow as she becomes conscious she has 

become entangled with the common; this reflects back upon her in horror and shame. 

Isabel's chief dread becomes realized at the bedside of Ralph, where she is able 

fmally to understand, and to know that she does not know. She asks Ralph, " 'Is it 

true-is it true?'" And Ralph mitigates the truth with characteristic tenderness: 

"'True that you've been stupid? Oh no' said Ralph with a sensible intention of wit" 

(477). William Stafford points out that we "fmally see that she at last sees what she 

herselftruly is" (xv). The Isabel dilemma resolves when she places "herself in the 

context that completes her" (Brownstein 253), suggesting a process that begins with 

her acceptance of responsibility for her actions Chapter 42, and culminating with her 

return to Osmond at the end ofPortrait. 

Grounded epistemologically, Isabel's world-view is constituted by empirical 

observation so she can never stand outside of herself to reflect on her behavior and 

actions, before the event of Chapter 42. Her lack of reflectivity is obvious to the 

reader when she states one thing yet believes the contrary. Armstrong suggests that 

Isabel's ethos is created and maintained by a "somewhat" extravagant imagination 

having a proclivity to ''transport her too far ahead ofherself' (105): "her imagination 

was by habit ridiculously active" and "when the door was not open it [her 

imagination] jumped out of the window" (39). The narrator comments that Isabel 

possesses "a certain nobleness of imagination which rendered her a good many 

services and played her a great many tricks" (54). Armstrong comments that her 

extended imagination proves detrimental to her by "obscuring the resistance of 
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reality" and that we "make ourselves more than we are made by our circumstance" 

(Armstrong 105).37 

The notion of "obscuring the resistance of reality" is interesting and perhaps a 

contributing factor to the anomalous behavior that Isabel exhibits. What Armstrong 

is suggesting in this notion recalls Wallace Steven's "pressure of reality." Where 

Stevens says that the pressure of an external event or events on the individual reduces 

the degree and power of one's contemplative power (62), Isabel's crisis engages her 

in such a way as to reduce her reflective faculties and leaving her to rely on 

instinctual thought that is anomalous. 

Virginia Smith notes that Isabel is obstinate and resistant to pressure that 

reality forces upon her consciousness (65). Isabel, by ignoring the anomalies in her 

theoretical framework, is denying essential structures of experience that come into 

conflict with the possibilities her imagination employs in tending to the creation and 

maintenance of reality. By not accounting for these essential structures of experience, 

Isabel's behavior and thought appear to other characters and the reader as anomalies 

that are arbitrary, capricious, and unpredictable as she tries to make sense out of the 

world. In Chapter 42, the "metaphysical chapter," Isabel's "reality" is fmally 

confronted, as she begins to engage authentically with her situation and 

circumstances. Jonathan Freedman sees Chapter 42 as high emotional drama that 

shows Isabel achieving an intense vision (163). Rachael Brownstein, in her fastidious 

reading ofPortrait, stresses the important events of Chapter 42 as a heightening of 

perception by Isabel: she "sees" the ironies in her story. In creating a pattern of 

continuity after seeing her husband and Mme. Merle together, Isabel is "led by her 
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mind's eye through a gallery of images, ofremembered pictures and ofword-

pictures" through which she secures meaning from experience (252).38 

Merleau-Ponty's theory of gestalts proves useful in illuminating the 

anomalous relational dynamic oflsabel's experience of seeing her husband and Mme. 

Merle together. He suggests that our conscious intention is constituted by "gestalts" 

that give meaning and significance to our experience of the world. The gestalts, as 

habits of perception, underlie our foundational world-view (3-63). Isabel returns 

unexpectedly to her house in Rome to fmd Osmond and Merle in a particular spatial 

dynamic that is seemingly unremarkable--common-yet, odd-anomalous-in that 

she receives an impression of them that sets in motion the "motionless seeing" of 

Chapter 42: 

The impression had, in strictness, nothing unprecedented; but she felt it as 
something new, and the soundlessness ofher step gave her time to take in the 
scene before she interrupted it. ... Madame Merle was standing on the rug, a 
little way from the fire; Osmond was in a deep chair, leaning back and looking 
at her. Her head was erect, as usual, but her eyes were bent on his. What 
struck Isabel first was that he was sitting while Madame Merle stood; there 
was an anomaly in this that arrested her. (342; emphasis mine) 

Armstrong points out that 

The 'anomaly' of Osmond's and Merle's 'relative position' is a "gestalt shift" 
for Isabel-a rearrangement in the order of things contrary to her perceptual 
expectations because it is discontinuous with the way her world ordinarily 
reveals itself through a predictably harmonious unfolding of aspects. But the 
gestalt that Isabel experiences in her momentary, anomalous "impression" 
suggests that she needs to rearrange her accustomed patterns of perception ... 
It is a surprising hidden side that offers itself as a clue for making sense of the 
other hidden sides that surprised her in the unexpected turns her marriage has 
taken. (122-123) 

Armstrong's use of anomaly in following Henry James's texts is simple and direct, 

whereas my use of the word and inclusion of it into a dynamic relationship shot 
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through with structures of paradox and "gestalt." Hence, while others (Armstrong 

and Kuhn) use the term in its literal sense, my use is "anomalous." 

Isabel's consciousness is excessively active when she theorizes and makes 

choices based on limited knowledge. Her imagination, for James, is commendable; 

but for him Isabel is misled in a world governed by simple appearances. In general, 

she grounds her conscious decisions on misapprehended or mistranslated appearance. 

Dorothy Berkson comments on Isabel's existential situation in her room in Albany as 

representing a foundation from which her subsequent behavior in Europe, her 

extensive theorizing, is explained. Berkson holds that the room is 

an important and ominous quality oflsabel's innocence: she not only 
likes to act on untested theories, but she frequently invests people and 
situations with qualities they do not possess. Not only does Isabel 
choose not to look beyond the bolted door, but it is the very quality of 
mystery and the unknown that charms her. (59) 

Marriage to Goodwood or Lord Warburton, Isabel thinks, would lack the mystery of 

the unknown-it would be common and conventional. On the other hand, Osmond 

initially presents to Isabel an aspect of an anomalous existence that compels her with 

its aura ofthe mysterious and the unknown. 

Armstrong suggests that Isabel's disillusionment with her situation is 

analogous to an encounter with the hidden side of a Husserlian "cube"-a revelation 

that exemplifies the contribution of intentional acts of consciousness to the 

construction of the theoretical world-view she has used to constitute revision of her 

reality about the way things "ought" to be (Armstrong 116). Osmond fmds himself 

surprised at Isabel's "hidden side" as he too expects and constitutes Isabel in such a 

way that he never realized that she was vulgar, common, and self-assertive. Thus, it 
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is suggested that the intentional acts of characters in fiction, in general, are self

constituted and often are mislead by theories and expectations, and these misreading 

are passed on to the reader who comes with his/her own series of expectation and 

theories about "what is happening in the novel." 

These processes are central to Isabel's theorizing and assumptions-she has 

been intentionally active in "filling in the gaps" to Osmond's carefully crafted 

anomalous persona. Her bias and prejudices that fostered her theory that Osmond is a 

''true anomaly" engendered expectations that later have proved incorrect; however, 

for Isabel the anomalies in her theory cannot be rephrased. This recalls her imperative 

of standing by her theories: she cannot abandon the theory she once held about the 

anomalousness of Osmond and admit her theory unsound. Armstrong observes that 

"she had seen only one side of him through a limited set of aspects, and she had gone 

wrong in the way she spun out a series of hypotheses about the hidden side that she 

assumed was implied by the side she saw" (117). Isabel admits to herselflate in the 

novel that she has "not read him right"(357) and had "married on a factitious theory" 

(358). Isabel's blindness and limited perspective has blocked her vision to other 

possibilities, or hidden sides, that might have made her aware that the anomaly she 

thought she is engaged with is only a vulgar representation of the unique. Isabel's 

misinterpretation and assumption about objects, persons, and events misleads her in a 

downward vortex in which she feels, in Chapter 42, the full force ofher folly, her 

factitious theoretical framework. The irony is that Isabel, as one who has been so apt 

to create a false impression for her own persona of anomalousness, should take 

Osmond's statements and appearances at face value. 
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The novel's first half depicts Isabel as foundationally independent, fearful of 

constraints placed on her physically, emotionally, or intellectually. The world that 

Osmond has Isabel orbit about is observed to be anomalous to the world seen first at 

Gardencourt. Osmond has "corrected" her world-view to a single dimension, which 

the reader observes as well as the other characters in Portrait, as an anomaly in 

Isabel' s initial character presentation. 

Isabel' s consciousness is self-examined in Chapter 42 when she asks herself, 

"What had become of all her ardours, her aspirations, her theories, her estimate of her 

independence and her incipient conviction that she should never marry?" (297). 

Isabel has left her foundational world-view, her ethos of a "desire for unlimited 

expansion," and passed into an existence of restraint and conformity. Brownstein 

points out that Isabel's desire for unlimited expansion is linked to an inner imperative 

to be useful to Osmond (297). Yet the author suggests that Isabel' s choice of Osmond 

is fashioned out of a notion that Osmond stands for limits. Osmond's remark to 

Isabel that he is "convention itself' seems to inspire her to behave anomalously, to 

defy her family and the facts, to choose the conventional, vulgar Gilbert Osmond as 

her "envelope" (Brownstein 266). Hence, Isabel anomalously chooses Osmond as the 

apotheosis of taste much to the bewilderment ofher close friends and family. 

Brownstein and others make observations concerning this critical chapter, but my 

phenomenological approach goes beyond their points and complements their insights. 

For example, I secure from them the "germs" ofthe anomaly/vulgarity dynamic to go 

past into the range of a phenomenological investigation ofHenry James ' s work. In 

Chapter 42 Isabel begins a reflective process that privileges understanding over a 
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revealing self-knowledge, hitherto concealed beneath theories and the ad hoc 

explanations for their anomalies. Armstrong notes that "the act of knowing becomes 

an occasion for self-knowledge when indeterminancies and anomalies compel the 

perceiver to turn inward to examine his/her own consciousness and memory" (44). 

Again, Armstrong uses the term "anomalies" in a simple sense and my use is a 

complex of meaning surrounding the connotation ofanomaly that works beyond the 

literal. 

Isabel, sitting by the fireside, is gradually enveloped in the gloom and 

shadows thrown off by the fue and candlelight. James in the Preface to Portrait, 

states that "she sits up, by her dying fire, far into the night, under the spell of 

recognitions on which she fmds the least sharpness suddenly wait" ( 14-15). 

Donoghue suggests that ''the vigil scene has a plot of its own" (53). I would argue 

that the vigil scene would lose its dramatic impact if taken out of context or sequence. 

It is precisely the sequencing that affects the reader's phenomenological reading of 

the text. Chapter 42 can only be understood and interpreted surrounded by the 

complex series of events before and after it. 39 

Isabel's irmer consciousness speaks to her in metaphor that Osmond had 

"deliberately, almost malignantly ... put the lights out one by one" (356) causing the 

shadows, metaphorically, to gather over her position: 

The dusk at fust was vague and thin, and she could still see her way in 
it. But it steadily deepened, and if now and again it had occasionally 
lifted there were certain corners of her prospect that were impenetrably 
black. These shadows were not an emanation from her own mind: she 
was very sure of that; she had done her best to be just and temperate, 
to see only the truth. (356; emphasis mine) 
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Her denial of any responsibility for the gathering "shadows" is indicative oflsabel' s 

unreflective self. She has created and maintained shadows in her life to mask the 

reality of Others. Sartre holds that the individual is ''the one who constitutes the 

Other" (314 ), that ' 'the truth is that certain categories of phenomena [the shadows] 

seem to exist only for the concept ·of the Other" (309), and that ''what I am at in the 

other is nothing more than what I fmd in myself' (307). As Merleau-Ponty writes of 

reflection analogous to Isabel's anomalous attempt at the phenomenological 

reduction: 

Reflection does not withdraw from the world towards the unity of 
consciousness as the world's basis; it steps back to watch the forms 
of transcendence fly up like sparks from a fire ; it slackens the 
intentional threads which attach us to the world and thus brings them 
to our notice; it alone is consciousness of the world because it reveals 
that world as strange and paradoxical. (Merleau-Ponty xiii) 

At another level, her attempt to "bracket" her biases, prejudices, and presuppositions 

appears to the reader as an anomalous event relative to her foundational behavior of 

rushing to judgment. 

In Carl Jung 's The Archetypes And The Collective Unconscious the metaphor 

of"shadows" is employed to describe a window into the Self Literally and 

figuratively, "shadows" are experienced by Isabel are alarming and point toward 

undesirable areas she must confront. Jung writes: 

The makers stand behind the wings of the world-theatre .. .. In the 
realm of consciousness we are our own masters. . . . But if we step 
through the door of the shadow we discover with terror that we are the 
objects of unseen factors. To know this is decidedly unpleasant, for 
nothing is more disillusioning than the discovery of our own 
inadequacy. (23) 
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In Chapter 42, Isabel confronts her world-view-her theoretical notions of relational 

dynamics with Others (Merle and Osmond)--and begins to discover that her 

analytical mind is flawed by anomalies that she can no longer account for. Isabel 

begins to question her behavior. Her ambitious drive toward the anomalous persona 

has revealed an inner vulgarity. Her world-view has been interrupted by anomalies 

that threaten her appearance before others and cannot be simply explained away. The 

ad hoc can no longer hold, as she takes the first step, in Chapter 42, toward self-

actualization by admitting to herself that her theories and world-view no longer have 

relevance. Jung says that this confrontation with truth-knowing that one does not 

know: 

can even give rise to primitive panic, because, instead of being 
believed in, the anxiously guarded supremacy of consciousness ... is 
questioned . .. since ignorance is no guarantee of security, and in fact 
only makes our insecurity still worse, it is probably better despite our 
fear to know where the danger lies. To ask the right question is 
already half the solution to the problem. (23) 

Isabel is questioning her world-view, the theories she has constructed, and the 

anomalies that are appearing in her theoretical framework. This reflective activity, 

for Isabel, is anomalous relative to her foundational methodology of privileging 

appearances (seeing over understanding). Her self-reflection begins process of self-

actualization, realization of her character; and an inversion of her world-view from 

that of appearance to reality suggests an attempt at epistemological/moral certainty. 

Hence, Chapter 42 can be observed as Isabel's nascent attempt to extricate herself 

from Osmond and establish a territory he may not enter. As suggested, it is not until 

Chapter 42 that we see Isabel, for perhaps the first time, questioning her normal 

thought processes. Freedman comments that "Isabel achieves a moment of her own 
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vision that is fully detached from the world of objects but that it helps her to 

understand the nature of that world" (163). Isabel's vision, then, includes a sense of 

the past and its relation to the present, and more importantly a step toward self

actualization by self-examination helping her realize the anomalies in her theories and 

hence attempt a corrective to a clearer sense of the present through a truer sense ofthe 

past. 

This anomalous central chapter notices Isabel anomalously reflecting on past 

events, conjoining them with present developments, and assessing her existential 

situation within Osmond's sphere of influence- moving between what she has seen 

and what she now suspects to be true. Isabel's foundational world-view is non

reflective: thus to think reflectively is, for Isabel, anomalous behavior.40 Isabel in this 

second half of her history starts to become more aware of where she presently is in 

her "achieved actuality" and "its unfolding as a moment of the past" (Pearce 65). In 

the aftermath of Chapter 42, Isabel begins to understand the complicity of Madame 

Merle, the cancerous conventionality of Osmond, and the inconsistencies- the 

anomalies- in her own world-view: "Isabel went fast in casting doubt, on mere 

suspicion, on a sincerity proved by several years of good offices. She moved quickly 

indeed, and with reason, for a strange truth was filtering into her soul" ( 428). 

Isabel' s movement toward an accomplished understanding before interpreting 

is underscored by her new found instinct to convert her confusion into clarity and her 

attempt to make coherent her conscious experiences-her world-view- by relating 

meaning across time. Chapter 42 moves Isabel into a state of self-reflexivity for the 

first time, as she begins to explore the origins ofher dilemma, a beginning that hints 
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at an awareness that will mature into a new understanding of her epistemologic and 

moral position; still, Isabel retains a degree of anomalous behavior insofar as her 

inconsistencies remain observable in this chapter: she anomalously attempts 

reflection and desires to seek understanding instead of empty, shallow, 

unsubstantiated theorizing. Previously her theory about introspection was that it was 

"an exercise in the open air, and that a visit to the recesses .of one's spirit was 

harmless when one returned from it with a lapful of roses" (56). As already 

mentioned, the narrator informs us that "Isabel liked better to think of the future than 

the past" (194) and "[i]t was in her disposition at all times to lose faith in the reality 

of absent things" (194)-inclinations suggesting that, for Isabel, '"the past was apt to 

look dead" (194). Her selective memory-"she found sweetest was the liberty to 

forget" (194)--indicates a foundational tendency to give little importance to past 

events and to live in the present, a mode ofbeing not conducive to knowledge and 

self-awareness. The confluence of the real and imagined within Isabel's world-view is 

contributes to her anomalous behavior as she tries to sort out meaning evident in 

Chapter 42 where her flights ofher conscious thought spiral and vacillate trying to 

understand the experiences she has witnessed and the situation in which she fmds 

herself. 

On a literal level the reader observes inconsistencies and contradictions in 

Isabel's "motionlessly seeing"(Preface 15). She contradicts herself as she vacillates 

between knowledge and belief; yet through her reflective contradictions she gains 

knowledge. Contraries engender knowledge by polarization: Isabel reflects on what 

she is not. Sartre talks about reflection and relation: "to know is to know that one 
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knows" (12). Sartre sees reflection as a positional consciousness of a consciousness, 

in other words, as knowledge of consciousness. This activity would "be a complete 

consciousness directed toward something which is not it; that is, toward 

consciousness as an object of reflection" (Sartre 12). The ''I," or as Sartre later calls 

it, the "me," is revealed by reflection (Stewart 1 02). Anomalously, relative to her 

foundational behavior, Isabel, through a process of reflection and relation, enters into 

an interpretive mode that attempts to create patterns, or make sense of itself as object, 

based on its relatedness to and its differences from what it construes (Conflicting 

23).41 

Before this "metaphysical chapter," Isabel has shown an inadequate notion of 

selthood in relation to others and no adequate defmition of"self' with which to 

evaluate other selves. Her inadequacy plays out tragically in her encounter with 

Osmond; she transforms her self-image into that of a social actress (a characteristic of 

Merle), and knowingly and willingly performs her own tragedy, as directed by Gilbert 

Osmond. One ofthe most important revelations of Chapter 42 is Isabel' s coming to 

terms with her own inadequate epistemological world-view and the acceptance of the 

current situation. As mentioned earlier, James judged Isabel's fireside epiphany to be 

the "best thing" and the vigil a "landmark" and the whole chapter emblematic, or, a 

"supreme illustration ofthe general plan" (Preface15). At another level this pivotal 

chapter is an anomaly in the history of the novel because it not only creates an inward 

vortex that spirals and vacillates toward an inner consciousness; but for the frrst time 

a reader is offered a glimpse of epistemological certainty about the character's 

consciousness.42 This is the first time that Isabel allows herselfto assess, realistically, 
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the dynamic ofher relationship with her husband, and more importantly, to 

understand that she herself has been responsible, through misinterpretation and 

excessive pride in her poorly constructed theories, for her own unhappiness. Most 

tragically is the inner theoretical correction she must undertake realizing that her 

highly valued attraction to the anomalous-her marriage and Osmond-has all the 

underpinning and substance ofthe vulgar. Marriage, to Isabel, has become mere form 

emptied of content and meaning, with her realization that a man who presents himself 

as an anomaly among his gender can alternately present an underlying vulgarity. This 

situation, writes Dove, has the mark of"a tragic disillusion" (88-90). 

Hence, the different portraits oflsabel in the second half of Portrait questions 

her values, attitudes and beliefs, that she has organized into multiple theories and 

assumptions about herself and her engagement with the world. The change is 

indicative of a mental paradigm shift-from the beliefthat Merle and Osmond are 

elite anomalies-to her understanding of their baseness and commonness, and the 

vulgar nature of their actions; moreover, Isabel realizes that what she was told about 

Osmond by Ralph, "you were meant for something better than to keep guard over the 

sensibilities of a sterile dilettante" (292), has proven correct as has Mrs. Touchett's 

view of Mme. Merle: "It had come over her like a high-surging wave that Mrs. 

Touchette was right" ( 430) and: 

·Madame Merle had been [false]-deeply, deeply, deeply. Isabel's Aunt Lydia 
[Mrs. Touchett] had made this discovery long before, and had mentioned it to 
her niece [Isabel] but Isabel had flattered herself at this time that she had a 
much richer view of things, especially of the spontaneity of her own career 
and the nobleness ofher own interpretations, than poor stiffly-reasoning Mrs. 
Touchett. (431-432) · 
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This information is recalled by Isabel, and in the new context of reflective activity

less active externally and more active internally (Tanner 217)--propels her into a 

"new"identity anomalous to her foundational aspect. This reflection and the effects 

of linking the present to past events to create new patterns, cause her to confront 

Merle and Osmond and to notice their transparency and essentially vulgar natures. It 

is only when this internal event occurs, Isabel can take the necessary steps toward a 

mitigated literal and figurative freedom. 
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Conclusion 

The manner in which anomalies, or violation of expectation, attract the increasing 
attention of a scientific community needs detailed study, as does the emergence of the 
crises that may be induced by repeated failure to make an anomaly conform. Thomas 
Kuhn Preface: The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 

James's intent was to set Isabel free and observe what happens with her 

character as she engages in dynamic relationships with objects, characters and events 

in the world of the novel. The "placement" and "engagement" often presents itself as 

anomalous or vulgar or sometimes both at the same moment. His narrator comments 

that Isabel, ''with all her love of knowledge [ ... ] had a natural shrinking from raising 

curtains and looking into unlighted comers. The love of knowledge coexisted in her 

mind with the fmest capacity for ignorance" (173; emphasis mine). Ironically 

Isabel's freedom, granted so freely by her creator, is compromised by the determining 

action of the characters in the world ofthe novel and predicated on their temporal and 

subjective perception oflsabel. The consequence of the phenomenological aspect of 

Isabel's placement in time and space suggests that the notion oflsabel's autonomy is 

illusionary both for the reader for herself, and ultimately for James. 

After she rejects Good wood, Isabel returns to Rome and resigns herself to a 

position in conventional society-the common and vulgar-a position she sought to 

avoid. Isabel's exit from Gardencourt is actually an entrance into the confmement of 

Palazzo Roccanera, but she enters as a free moral agent, more self-actualized, with a 

more "common" view of the world and knowledge of the consequences and 

implications of her actions (Blogett 31 ). John Dove remarks that Isabel's "tragic 

consciousness" is "of one who must be forever alienated from the conventions 
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amongst which she is doomed to live" (93), underscoring the fmal irony of Portrait. 

By the end of the novel, Isabel realizes an altered-anomalous- sense of herself and 

her freedom. By not being free, Isabel has ostensibly freed herself from her 

foundational world-view of limitless freedom (Mull 112). Hence, Isabel as 

anomalous from her foundational world-view is a state external to and independent of 

herself: yet, it is a literal and figurative image, subjective and dependent on her 

internally and correlative with her own consciousness. In the last analysis, Isabel 

Archer remains an alienated consciousness- an anomaly- amongst the vulgar 

conventions of her life in Rome and with Osmond. 

Schriber suggests that through the knowledge of epistemological uncertainty, 

Isabel learns that her foundational view ofthe world is inadequate (450). Isabel 

Archer assumed that she could exist as a subject apart from the objects that surround 

her and still attain epistemological and moral certainty, including all the possibilities 

that go along with a "felt life." Her theories, biases, prejudices, and presuppositions 

have failed to account for context. She is the product of her total experience; and that 

her understanding and interpretive skills are contingent and conditioned by the 

multitude of experiences in which she engages. F.O. Matthiessen writes that Isabel, 

though intended to be free "had been made by her environment and background" 

(186).43 These experiences are inherently prohibitive and restrictive, as is the literal 

frame of a portrait. 

The reasons why the multitude of theories concerning Henry James's Portrait 

fail to completely satisfy suggests the anomalous aspects of James's central concern, 

Isabel Archer. The phenomenological approach employed in this study remains not 
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the fmal word but perhaps a shift in perspective leaning toward a more inclusive 

interpretation rather than a conservative critical approach that tends to exclude 

"playful" interpretations. Hence, the phenomenological standpoint unveils a small 

part of the mystery ofPortrait, and has the advantage ofhelping the reader to "see" 

the multitude of possibilities and aspects ofthe anomalous in the conventional. 

I have suggested that the signs of anomaly-the irregular method of reasoning 

and the uniqueness oflsabel's character--extend outward, influencing the way she 

looks at the world. For instance, her theory on marriage and the fear that the 

"constraint" of such a union will reduce her independence and spirit causes Isabel to 

make choices that appear anomalous to the characters in Portrait and the reader. 

Foundationally, Isabel desires to transcend the vulgarity of marriage and revel in the 

freedom of being an anomaly. This attitude leads to her rejection ofLord Warburton 

and Caspar Good wood and her eventual acceptance of Gilbert Osmond. After her 

marriage to Osmond, the world that Osmond has Isabel orbit is observed to be 

anomalous to the world she initially encounters at Gardencourt. In other words, 

Osmond has applied a corrective to her world-view to a single dimension, which is 

observed as anomalous to Isabel's initial ethos. 

In Chapter 42, Isabel confronts her world-view-her theoretical relational 

dynamic with others-and begins to admit that her theories are flawed by anomalies 

that she can no longer account for. Her modulation into an accomplished 

understanding before interpreting is punctuated by an instinct to make coherent her 

conscious experiences-her world-view-by relating meaning across time, thereby 

making Chapter 42 abundant with significance and meaning for Isabel. We conclude, 
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fmally that Isabel Archer carmot be viewed as meaningless or arbitrary, as a mere 

reflection of the modern world and its contradictions and complexities. The view I 

have suggested oflsabel, and of Portrait as a novel, is one of modulation toward self

defmition and meaning, but a progress hindered or deferred by the conventional from 

within and without. 

Iflsabel's behavior is a "mirror oflife," it is conflated with the anomalous and 

the vulgar, suggesting questions about the "real" world that the novel is but a 

reflection of Yet Isabel will extend her unconventionality, in order to appear 

anomalous, denying the reader the expected satisfactions. Virginia Smith rightly 

comments that when Isabel acts anomalously she does not fit the pattern of, and even 

seems inappropriate to the conventions and traditions of a character in nineteenth

century novel; presenting us with "what at times seem less like a portrait than 

fragments of a life" (Smith 36). Hence, begirming the modern characterization that 

will influence Lawrence, Woolf, Joyce, Faulkner, and Beckett, among others, this 

anomalous character in an anomalous novel subverts our expectations of nineteenth

century fiction. 

Isabel Archer, as we have noted, does not adhere to a particular convention, 

and her thought patterns and behavior appear anomalous. As a character in a novel 

she struggles to free herself-to be the anomaly-from convention: not to be "fixed 

upon a wall" as an encased portrait, as conventionally static and frozen in time as 

Keats's characters on the Grecian Urn. 

Throughout we note characters in Portrait utilizing the concept of the 

avoidance of vulgarity and the drive/desire toward anomalousness as a moral/ethical 
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system. The characters' behavior and motivation toward the anomalous most often 

comes at the expense of their moral integrity and the consequent harm to others' 

lives. I have suggested in Chapter 3, at a different level, in the larger frame, Henry 

James's own struggle toward anomalousness-a struggle to break with literary 

convention. Within a smaller frame is his heroine's drive to escape the convention of 

marriage by multiple refusals of marriage to conventional suitors and choosing the 

seemingly unconventional, self-defmed anomaly Gilbert Osmond. 

James allows Isabel every means to be free, self-determined, and 

unconventional through plot devices such as her inheritance. In the Preface to 

Portrait, James states simply that "I saw it [the character oflsabel] in motion and, so 

to speak, in transit. This amounts to saying that I saw it bent upon its fate"(8); that is, 

Isabel is bent on setting herself free from convention, to be the anomaly. But the 

means ofher freedom (her imagination and money) ironically are the cause of her 

failure to be free and cause a further degradation ofher freedom from the 

conventional by "fixing" her in a place of oppression and suffocation--literally and 

figuratively-Osmond's consciousness. 

Any character is necessarily bound by the "frame" that is the author/poet's 

consciousness. James states in the Preface to Portrait that "Thus I had my vivid 

individual- vivid, so strangely, not engaged in the tangle .... the figure has . .. been 

placed-placed in the imagination that detains it, preserves, protects, enjoys it" (8; 

emphasis mine). The character oflsabel Archer is, in some sense, inherently framed 

in the conscious intent of the author-the imaginative powers of the author/poet hold 

it or release it into the world of poetry. 44 
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Does Isabel Archer step, (by the end of Portrait) into a fmal self-defmed and 

self-actualized state in which she frees herself from the conventional portrait (both 

within the text and in the traditional role ofheroine in the history ofthe novel) and 

achieve a state of anomalousness as a character? By attempting to free his heroine 

from the captivity of"convention itself," James breaks the convention that calls for an 

unmarried female character to be "attached" as in the novels of Fielding, Richardson, 

Austen, and Thackery. James suggests in the Preface to Portrait that Isabel Archer is 

anomalous, relative to Shakespeare's Juliet and Portia; Eliot's Dorothea Brooke, 

Hetty Sorel, Maggie Tulliver, Roseamond Vinvy, and Gwendolyn Harleth. These 

characters, created within the conventional "frame" or form of the novel, are ''typical" 

or "eked out with comic relief and underplots" (9). It was James's intent to create 

Isabel Archer atypically: an anomaly or anomalous to her foundational female 

predecessors. 

I have noted that nineteenth-century conventions of the novel and the theories 

about "what happens in the novel" all conspire, at some level, to "fix" Isabel Archer 

firmly into a frame of disdain to behave and think in a predictable "straight path." Yet 

anomalies in the novel itself cause an interpretation of Portrait to necessarily contain 

its own anomalies, making the task of a focused, "fixed," and "conventional" 

interpretation about Isabel Archer and Portrait difficult and elusive. 

The epistemologic dilemma Isabel faces is trying to bridge the gap between 

the object of intention and herself. She is unaware of her acceptance of the "possible 

other case" in order to guess and engender theories about the reality of her situation 

surrounding her; in much the same way the reader of James must also accept the 
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"may be" and realize that, like Isabel, the reader must be limited epistemologically. 

H . . fc h d . hi 1 . .t£~Th 1· 1 "fr " ence, It remams or t e rea er to view t s nove as a portrait wit a Itera arne, 

but to engage with it unconventionally. In other words, we as readers are urged to 

"unfix" the portrait from its "hook" on the wall and set it at different angles of 

perception in order to gain the epistemological freedom that both Isabel and James 

struggle toward in Portrait. 

In many ways, Isabel ' s heroism lies in her imaginative power to fill the gaps 

caused by the epistemological conditions of experience. She must discern structure in 

the stream of experience and fmd out if and where she fits in. Paradoxically, in her 

trying to "fix" herself with convention, her behavior emerges as anomalous; yet, her 

task is to fmd her own story and take control of it. 

Finally, I suggest that the inability to capture a clear and concise reading of 

Portrait is an intended and deliberate maneuver on the part of its creator to ask 

questions ofthe characters generated in the text and of the reader of the text. We as 

readers of James can never be sure of the moral or epistemological certainty of "what 

happens in the novel." For James, these issues and anomalies inherent in Portrait at 

every turn must be held to be obstructive in the short term, but productive and 

stimulating in the long term; for they allow a range of possible answers that will lead, 

as does this study, to new questions in a process of understanding and interpretation 

of James' s Portrait that may be considered and answered in multiple ways. More 

importantly, the various unexplained anomalies in Portrait interject the wonderful and 

unexpected surprises,45 and when conjoined with the imagination ofthe reader, will 

produce new and exciting interpretations in the future. For over a century, and more 
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the extent and quantity of interpretations ofPortrait bear this out. It remains for the 

reader, ultimately, to provide his/her own subjective playful interpretation; and like 

Isabel, to know that "the whole of anything" is never known. As Virginia Smith so 

rightly points out about Isabel's journey of anomalousness: it ends somewhere 

between "life and art, like a portrait left incomplete" ( 42). 
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NOTES 

1 The resultant "retroactive link-up" in turn helps to individualize the 
stimulant perspectives, and the nuances of this individualization will depend precisely 
on subjective factors such as memory, interest, attention (lser 188), degree of 
knowledge, and even language spoken and read. 

2 Paul Armstrong suggests something like this in the experience of reading: 
''we employ these guesses to make sense of the work's parts-just as everything new 
we come across helps us to refine and amplify our overarching construct (or leads us 
to overturn it if anomalies persistently crop up and the parts refuse to fit" (Conflicting 
3; emphasis mine). We shall observe Isabel "employing" ad hoc explanations to 
account for anomalies in her theories. 

3 Armstrong suggests that the presuppositions on which any hermeneutic 
positions itself are not immune from testing, that they "must continually justify 
themselves by their efficacy." lfthey repeatedly fail (as we observe Isabel we note 
this tendency all too often) to lead to persuasive, inclusive experiences, others (such 
as Ralph Touchett and Caspar Goodwood) may conclude ''that the problem lies not 
with the limited skills of the method's adherents but with its assumptions" 
(Conflicting 16). 

4 Teahan goes on to observe about James's fiction in general that the rhetorical 
medium of the central consciousness is distinguishable but inseparable from the 
projection or production ofthe plot itself(4). 

5 James's grammatically ordered yet ambiguous, lengthy, and convoluted 
syntax, the ideological contradictions and textual breaches that proliferate throughout 
Portrait, engender ambiguity peculiar to James as a phenomenological novelist. 

6 Przbylowicz goes on to say that the Jamesian character, upon his/her retreat, 
attempts to re-organize the self in a work of art and a "reconciliation of the individual 
consciousness and the external world of objects and institutions (14 ). 

7 It may be worth noting that Sartre has assimilated part ofHusserl's 
philosophy with which he is in agreement. A significant difference between Sartre 
and Husserl is that Sartre negates all reference to the methodological bonds that 
bracketing necessarily entail; such as transcendental idealist ontology comprising the 
transcendental Ego and its meanings. Sartre charges Husser} of having taken a wrong 
turn that is the movement to transcendental idealism (Stewart 99-100). It is Husserl's 
position that intentional objects can be imagined, dreamed, and fantasized and 
considered experience. 

8 Williams distances himself from Armstrong by claiming that while 
Armstrong's work is scholarly, and "critically incisive" it leans toward "philosophical 
confusion" (18). Williams goes on to say that Professor Armstrong does not 
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adequately show clear delineation between the different phenomenological theorists 
he incorporates into his study. 

9 ''Noemata" and "noeamatic" are derived from the Greek word meaning 
''that which is perceived, a perception, a thought" (Stewart 37). 

10 The narrator is privileged to have this omniscient, ontological perspective, 
while the reader is shown only part ofthe whole and must, in the act of reading, "fill 
in the gaps" to construct mentally the image presented by the narrator. 

11 The narrator is controlling the movement ofthe perspective, the angle of 
view, and the reader (the plural possessive ''we" is significant) is at the mercy of what 
the narrator chooses us to "see"; therefore, we can never "know" just what the room 
looks like. 

12 There are many kinds of presuppositions, and there is even a sense in which 
absolute freedom from presuppositions is impossible, for the view that a philosophy 
without presuppositions is possible is itself a kind of presupposition (Stewart 7). 

13 Heidegger explains this notion in Being and Time. Our initial sense ofthe 
whole from its parts (the hermeneutic circle) engenders expectations that direct a new 
sense of inquiry and new theories. For Heidegger, to project and constitute a 
hypothesis is to anticipate a possible future ( 188-93). Isabel's projection of "future" 
is faulty based on her inexperience and incomplete knowledge of the facts as they 
exist. Gadamer, while writing about the interpretation of text, can be instructive on 
how we interpret the world as felt experience. He writes, ''the important thing is to be 
aware of one's own bias, so that the text can present itself in all its otherness and thus 
assert its own truth against one's own fore-meanings (269). A lack of awareness of 
one's bias can be suggested as a deficiency in Isabel's world-view resulting in a 
clouded or biased view of objects, characters, and events in the world of the novel. 

14 See Husserl's Cartesian Meditations (75-80). 

15 ' 
The reader, as well, attempts to transcend the oblique to see and understand 

what is happening within the novel. 

16 Later, James will fully develop this notion with the character of Maisie in 
What Maisie Knew. 

17 I am suggesting that Isabel does not progress much further than this level of 
understanding until she starts to reflect on past events in Chapter 42. 

18 Interestingly, as Dove points out, Osmond, too, has the proclivity toward a 
solipsism, only it is engendered by "vanity rather than passion" (Dove 86). 

19 This early trope of the locked door plays throughout Portrait; yet its most 
dramatic deployment is at the end of the novel when Isabel literally runs away from 
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Goodwood's embrace; "-she had moved through the darkness (for she saw nothing) 
and reached the door [emphasis mine]. Here only she paused, she looked all about 
her ... she put her hand on the latch. She had not known where to turn; but she knew 
now. There was a very straight path" ( 489-90). 

20 See Oscar Cargill, The Novels ofHenry James (98). Armstrong writes that 
"almost every critic who has written about Isabel Archer's tragedy has interpreted it 
in terms of freedom and necessity" (I 05). 

21 Critics such as J. Newton could be especially harsh toward the character of 
Isabel. Newton criticism oflsabel indicates an unwillingness to allow for her 
maturation from foundational innocence to a form of self-knowledge and 
enlightenment about the limitations of what she can know. Newton writes that Isabel 
"is vulgar [emphasis mine] in an almost morbid way. Isabel certainly sounds as if she 
covets not great knowledge and understanding of life but merely on egotistic reward 
of possessing the ... without having earned it " ( 10-11 ), and is "never likable" for 
Newton (20). Support ofNewton's position can be found in the narrator's calling 
Isabel a "rank egoist" (56), revealing in the narrator the capacity for blowing hot and 
cold toward the anomalousness of his heroine. 

22 Mary Schriber argues that "In at least a full half of her soul, Isabel wants to 
be a Victorian 'lady,' to fill a conventional role" (444; emphasis mine). 

23 Booth is writing here on the reader's response to the author's rhetoric for 
understanding and interpreting the text; within the text, says Booth, there are "gaps," 
and the reader is invited by the author to suspend his/her belief and fill in the 
rhetorical gap left open by "the suspension of [the reader's] our beliefs" (112). 

24 The stylistic gaps we note in Portrait are significant. The gaps in the 
narrative are noted, for instance, in the omission oflsabel' s first three years of 
marriage and the birth ofher child; and in the fate oflsabel at the end of the novel. 
While Isabel is, by novel's end, not autonomous, the reader is free to ''fill in the gaps" 
and incorporate his/her own imaginative powers to fashion the gaps and in essence to 
finish Isabel's story. Hence the stylistic omissions or gaps are mimetic ofthe 
thematic gaps in the text. 

25 In other words, Isabel's anomalous behavior is due to an insufficient 
commitment to a limiting point of view, which for Heidegger is essential to the 
human development of clarity. Heidegger's concept of Seinkonnen proves 
paradoxical in that a broad view ofhuman horizons are open to us only as a 
consequence and engagement with the sharply limited view we have from the 
particular ''there" of our position as observers (Armstrong 109-11 0). 

26 This process recalls the hermeneutic circle. The relation between part and 
whole is circular in that understanding necessarily requires the fitting together ofthe 
parts into a constituted pattern; but the presupposition that guides the construction of 
the pattern molds the evidence that in turn validates the presuppositions. Heidegger 
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in Being and Time (see 188-15) argues that we can interpret something only if we 
have a "fore-seeing""( Vor-sicht) that projects and delimits a range of meanings it 
might have (Conflicting 3-4). 

27 In his Preface to Portrait (Norton Edition) James describes Isabel as "this 
slight 'personality,' the mere slim shade of an intelligent but presumptuous girl" (8) 
affronting her destiny. How Isabel goes about affronting her destiny is the "ado" of 
Portrait. 

28 What makes Isabel Archer the anomalous character in the grand tradition 
of the novel is James's technique of using as the literal and figurative center of the 
novel. Once done, and admittedly difficult to accomplish with no precedent, James 
comments in the Preface to Portrait, that he would make his character truly, at the 
moment of freedom from his consciousness, intentionally anomalous: " place the 
centre of the subject in the young woman's own consciousness ... and you get as 
interesting and beautiful a difficulty as you could wish" ( 10-11 ). 

29 Osmond notes similar flaws in Merle when examining a porcelain cup:" 'It 
already has a wee bit of a tiny crack"' (436). 

30 Krook suggests that "it is in James's dramatic expose of this joint 
responsibility for the tragic catastrophe that his gift of moral analysis is perhaps at its 
most brilliant" (51). 

31 Phenomenologically, seen by perspectives, Isabel realizes, beginning in 
Chapter 42, that her persona as anomalous and Osmond sees her as common. 
Conversely, Isabel observes Osmond as vulgar and common, while Osmond 
consistently maintains his belief in his ethos as the anomaly amongst his sex. 

32 Krook comments on Isabel's inability to abandon her anomalousness." It is 
impossible for her, being what she is, not to voice her ideas--her moral ideas--about 
many things in the life ofher husband and the life ofthe society into which she has 
been drawn by her marriage" (55). 

33 Paul Armstrong, in his Phenomenology of Henry James, speaks ofMaisie in 
the same manner. I have found many similarities between Armstrong's discussion of 
Maisie, as character, and Isabel. Hence, much of what Armstrong contends for What 
Maisie Knew is applicable to Portrait. 

34 Gadamer contends that "meanings cannot be understood in an arbitrary 
way. Just as we cannot continually misunderstand the use of a word without its 
affecting the meaning of the whole, so we cannot stick blindly to our own fore
meaning about the thing if we want to understand the meaning of another (268). 
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35 Husserl ho Ids that 

Before the movement of cognition begins, we have "presumed 
objects," simply presumed in the certainty of belief. This certainty of 
belief continues until subsequent experience or the critical activity of 
cognition shakes it, modifies it to 'not so,' ' but otherwise,' ' or,' 
'possibly so,' or even confrrms the presumed object in its certainty as 
' really being so ' and 'truly existing." (Experience-Judgement 29) 

36 Armstrong comments that when interpreting texts "a key moment in 
understanding is the decision to change our minds. We prevent the hermeneutic 
circle from becoming vicious by holding open the possibility of abandoning our 
guesses if they repeatedly produce anomalies or if other interpreters refute them" 
(Conflicting 26; emphasis mine). In Chapter 42, Isabel has seemingly attempted to 
break the hermeneutic circle and admit to the existence of anomalies in her theories 
and start a process of openness that is necessary for her self-actualization to be 
realized. Claiming a belief or theory complete and indubitable "can turn the 
hermeneutic circle vicious by preventing the emergence of possibly falsifying 
anomalies" (Conflicting 26-27; emphasis mine). Stanley Fish has held that a theory 
that produces anomalies can always be accounted for (Conflicting 13). See Stanley 
Fish' s, " Reply to John Reichert." Newton softens the character of Osmond by noting 
that "Osmond is a kind of neurotic aesthete, self-centered, unscrupulous within the 
limits of safety" (9). 

37 We have a picture oflsabel' s imagination drawn from the narrator and 
Isabel herself In the quote cited the narrator infers/suggests that Isabel's imagination 
is illusionary. Previously we have read that her imagination is suggestive of a 
"vagabond" (33), and "remarkably active" (52), and Isabel herself claiming that her 
imagination is "ridiculously active" (39). It is the imagination that "fills the gaps" in 
the areas of reality that is not epistemologically present to Isabel. 

38 Brownstein comments that Isabel' s call for illumination by candlelight for 
a private, internal re-viewing anticipates James's own re-perusal of his work for the 
New York Edition, seeing his work in an internal fashion for revision (252). 

39 Dennis Donoghue suggests that Isabel ' s decent into Self has separate stages, 
in each, Isabel "ponders a relationship, holds it up to an inner light that becomes more 
intense as the firelight wanes" (53); her reflections are mimetic of the reflections 
produced by the fire and candle. 

40 Howard Pearce comments that "in our (human beings] sense of having 
progressed," the reflective action a character [like Isabel Archer] exhibits moves her 
closer to self-actualization, with an "impulse to cancel old truths, to render them 
obsolete, in the act of installing present truths" (65). William James and Soren 
Kierkegaard claim ''we live forward, but we understand backward" ( qtd. Armstrong 
123). 
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41 Armstrong uses this concept concerning interpretation oftexts; I suggest its 
"relatedness" to a personal interpretation of personal experience of the world. 

42 Dove notes that, as from Chapter 42 on Isabel is confronted and begins to 
accept her prospects, that chapter ranks as "one of our greatest fictional records of a 
personal disillusion" (88). I would move beyond Dove's view and say that that 
Portrait is an anomaly in the canon of American fiction. It might be argued that a 
"central consciousness" is observable in the novels of Jane Austen (Ann Eliot in 
Persuasion), George Eliot's Dorothea Brooke, or Richardson's Clarissa Harlowe, but 
these cases do not explore, in degree, the inner consciousness as pervasively as does 
James in the character oflsabel Archer. 

43 See Schriber ( 450). 

44 Note: I employ the word "poetry in its larger sense to include the tradition 
forms of fiction 

45 Armstrong's arguments in the interpretation of texts include the comment 
about surprise: "although all understanding is guided by preconceptions, not 
everything we anticipate is fulfilled. Quite to the contrary, surprise is important for 
the very reason that texts challenge our beliefs by frustrating the expectations they 
give rise to" (Conflicting 28; emphasis mine). Armstrong holds that constraints 
encountered by any interpretive situation in a reader are a positive experience in that 
constraints offers the reader a freedom of play; and that, it is "up to us to decide." 
what to make of the problems and ambiguities encountered in the text. Moreover, the 
freedom of playful interpretation should not be arbitrary but constrained so that the 
limits imposed by the text makes freedom an opportunity to be meaningful 
(Conflicting 30). 
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